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Hurricanes 7-0 after beating Chicago Blackhawks in Antti Raanta’s first start in net 

By Chip Alexander 

Make it seven in a row. 

The undefeated Carolina Hurricanes overwhelmed the 
Chicago Blackhawks 6-3 on Friday, getting points from 12 
players in the lineup and making goalie Antti Raanta’s first 
start of the season a winning one. 

The Canes set a franchise record on Thursday, beating the 
Boston Bruins for a 6-0 start to the season. A night later, they 
twice trailed in the first period before putting on a withering 
display of speed, skill and finish. 

Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov each scored, both 
extending their point streaks to seven games. Derek 
Stepan’s goal was the veteran center’s first point with the 
Hurricanes. Jordan Staal scored. Jesperi Kotkaniemi scored. 
For the Canes, it was impressive. 

Defenseman Tony DeAngelo scored for the second straight 
night and had two assists, then won a gloves-off fight with 
Reese Johnson in the third period. His “Gordie Howe hat 
trick” — goal, assist, fight in a game — was the first for 
Carolina since Brandon Sutter’s in 2012 and had Canes fans 
in the crowd of 16,434 loudly chanting his name. 

“Points are great and obviously something I’ve got to bring to 
the team but we’re just playing really good hockey and 
finding ways,” DeAngelo, named the game’s first star, said to 
the media. “To be down twice in the first period and come out 
(leading) 4-2 just shows the kind of team we have. We’re 
deep. 

“We can’t get too confident. Obviously it’s a great start for us 
but we’ve got to keep getting better.” 

One downer for the Canes was forward Nino Niederreiter 
leaving the game in the third period with a lower-body injury. 
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Niederreiter, off to a 
good start this season, could be “out for a while.” 

Raanta had a great seat and view on the Canes bench the 
first six games as goalie Frederik Andersen started and 
sparkled. Finally getting his turn, Raanta settled in, made 23 
saves and was steady enough against a team seeking its 
first win of the season. 

Chicago (0-6-2) twice scored on the power play — Adam 
Gaudette and Alex DeBrincat with the goals — after Brandon 
Hagel punched a shot past Raanta for the game’s first goal. 

“These games are tough because you have to turn around 
and do it again and not have a letdown,” Brind’Amour said to 
the media after the Boston game. “We haven’t had a real 
‘take-a-breath’ kind of (game) yet, which is a good sign.” 

Brind’Amour wasn’t all that happy with the first 10 minutes 
Friday. But the Canes’ transition game produced chances 
and goals and it was 6-2 after the second period. The Canes 
had five of their 10 penalties in the third as the game turned 
chippy and, in Brind’Amour’s opinion, “dissipated.” 

“But we had done enough damage to get ahead,” he said. 

The Blackhawks’ first-period leads quickly evaporated. The 
Canes needed 58 seconds to answer Hagel’s score with a 
transition goal from DeAngelo off a pass from Vincent 
Trocheck, who had two assists. 

Gaudette gave Chicago a 2-1 lead with a backhander. The 
Canes’ answer: two goals in 17 seconds. 

“That’s what we have, the ability to counter quickly,” 
Brind’Amour said. 

Staal, open at the backdoor post, took a pass from Ethan 
Bear for 2-2 tie. Stepan then made a nice move to beat 
goalie Kevin Lankinen at the short side post. 

The Canes’ fourth goal of the period left Kotkaniemi and Aho 
hugging behind the net. Aho slipped behind defenseman 
Jake McCabe in the neutral zone, took a pass off the boards 
from Ian Cole and found Kotkaniemi for the score — Cole’s 
assist his first point with the Canes. 

In the second, Aho scored on the power play and 
Svechnikov picked up his seventh of the season with a pass 
that hit McCabe’s leg. 

It’s hard to sit a goalie coming off a 33-save shutout, with a 
six-game winning streak. Andersen has a 1.33 goals-against 
average and .956 save percentage.. But as Brind’Amour 
said, “We’ve got to get ‘Raants’ involved.” 

Raanta was the only lineup change from the Bruins game as 
rookie forward Seth Jarvis and veteran defenseman Brendan 
Smith were healthy scratches. With Niederreiter out, Jarvis 
could make his NHL debut Sunday against the Arizona 
Coyotes at PNC Arena.
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DeAngelo’s ‘Gordie Howe hat trick’ leads Hurricanes to 6-3 win over Chicago 

Carolina moved to 7-0-0 on the season 

By Cory Lavalette 

RALEIGH — Following his team’s win Thursday, Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said he hoped his team didn’t “take 
a breath” with games against three straightness winless 
opponents coming up, starting with Friday’s visit from the 
Blackhawks. 

When Chicago took a one-goal lead halfway through the first 
period, it looked like Carolina might be doing just that. 

Then the Hurricanes found their second wind. 

Carolina scored five unanswered goals in just over 12 
minutes to take over and give goaltender Antti Raanta a 6-3 
win in his first start with the Hurricanes and improve to 7-0-0 
in front of 16,434 Friday at PNC Arena. 

“First game, a lot of emotions in the game, and it was just so 
nice to get back in there behind this team,” said Raanta, who 
had 23 saves and improved to 4-1-1 against his former team. 

It was an emotional night for Raanta as well — he was 
playing his first game since his father, Pekka, died in August. 

“It’s been a rough couple a couple of months,” Raanta said. 
“He usually always texted me before the game, and it was 
kind of a weird feeling going to the game and not get that text 
from him. 

“If anything, it’s just — to get this game and get this win to 
better remembering my dad. So that was kind of also a big 
thing for me.” 

It was a big night in a different way for Tony DeAngelo, who 
scored Carolina’s first goal, assisted on two others and then 
fought Chicago’s Reese Johnson. After throwing his arms up 
to the crowd following the bout, he was serenaded with a 
“Tony! Tony!” chant. It was repeated when he was named 
the game’s first star — a stark contrast to the criticism he 
and the team faced when he was signed despite his 
tumultuous past and unceremonious exit from the Rangers. 

“It might be starting to change, huh?” DeAngelo, sporting a 
cut next to his left eye from the fight with Johnson, said of the 
crowd’s reaction. “I think, you know, fans get into it, and I 
love that kind of stuff. … Really appreciative tonight for that 
kind of ovation. That means more than the fans might think.” 

After scoring on an odd-man rush, DeAngelo then assisted 
on goals by Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov in the 
second period before finishing off the Gordie Howe hat trick 
with the scrap. 

“I gave him a shot in second period, a little cross check 
there, and he asked me to go,” DeAngelo said of the reason 
for the fight. “I gave him a shot, so I got to do it, right? You 
can’t give guys shots and then when they ask say no.” 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi — a night after he factored in Carolina’s 
first two goals by driving the net but not getting any points — 
scored his first goal at home as a Hurricane, finishing off a 2-
on-1 with Sebastian Aho. 

“It feels really good,” he said. “Like you said, last night, just 
play the right way and goals will come, like what we saw 
today. Just keep working hard and you’ll get the results.” 

It was the last goal in a wild first period that saw six goals 
scored — with all four of the Hurricanes’ forward lines 
contributing — and ended with Carolina heading to the 
dressing room up 4-2. 

“Our forwards are so deep that any time you’re out there with 
any line, you can control the play of the game,” DeAngelo 
said. 

The Aho and Svechnikov goals in the middle frame made it 
6-2 after two, and it led to a third period that was more 
sloppy than hockey. The Hurricanes were called for 10 
penalties in all, five in the third period. 

“It wasn’t a very fun game to coach,” Brind’Amour said. “I 
don’t know how it was to watch, but it just didn’t have a flow. 
But we had done enough damage to get ahead and get 
through it.” 

Notes: Nino Niederreiter left the game in the third period, and 
Brind’Amour said he suffered a lower body injury and “looks 
like he’ll be out for a while.” … Derek Stepan scored 17 
seconds after Jordan Staal in the first period for his first goal 
and point with the Hurricanes. … Ian Cole got a secondary 
assist on Kotkaniemi’s goal for his first point with the 
Hurricanes. … Aho and Svechnikov each extended their 
point streaks to seven games.
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Recap: Canes Throttle Blackhawks, Advance to 7-0-0 

Two games, two days, two wins 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC - Competing in the second half of a home 
back-to-back set, there were no signs of slowing down from 
the Carolina Hurricanes Friday, as they took down the 
Chicago Blackhawks by a score of 6-3. 

Early Determination 

The Chicago Blackhawks had two first period leads in 
tonight's contest, 1-0 and 2-1. The real story in both of those 
was the responses that the Canes had, giving the visitors a 
cumulative time ahead of just 3:46 in the opening frame. 

First, it was Tony DeAngelo jumping up in the play to slam 
home a Vincent Trocheck feed on a two-on-one, then Jordan 
Staal jamming home a bouncing puck that was shuffled to 
him by Ethan Bear. 

Both goals were incredibly timely for the fact that the two 
goals that had gotten past Antti Raanta were ones he felt he 
should have had. The team put their work boots on, rallied in 
front of their goaltender and not only halted Chicago's 
advantages but rode the second tally to a big lead following. 

It only took 17 seconds after Staal's goal for Derek Stepan to 
get his first as a Cane and the team would never look back 
from that 3-2 lead. 

Raanta's Start 

After Freddie Andersen played lights out in the team's first 
six games, it was finally time for Antti Raanta to get a shot in 
the net. Being the team's second game in two days, 
Brind'Amour shared pre-game that he wanted to get the 32-
year-old Finn in and allow him to shake off any rust he may 
have. 

The head coach's prefacing certainly did come to light but 
after the first two early goals, Raanta settled in and was able 
to play much more comfortable with his team having the 
lead. 

In total he finished with 24 stops, picking up his first win as a 
member of the club. 

Post-game Raanta shared that it was a very emotional day 
for him, the first time he played a game since his father's 
passing this summer. 

DeAngelo's Big Night 

Tony DeAngelo recorded his first goal as a member of the 
club on Thursday night and further endeared himself to the 
Canes faithful Friday, recording the team's first "Gordie 
Howe Hat Trick" since 2012. 

His aforementioned goal got the night started for Carolina 
and then he recorded an assist on Sebastian Aho's second 
period power play tally. Then, in the third, he dropped the 
gloves and headed to center ice for a main event-style fight 
against Reese Johnson. 

Johnson had caught Jaccob Slavin with two checks on the 
previous shift but after the contest, DeAngelo said that it was 
Johnson who had asked him for the scrap after DeAngelo 
caught him with a sizeable check during the second period. 

They Said It: 

Rod Brind'Amour on the team's resiliency after falling behind 
twice early: 

"I love the group. I mean, we weren't bad at the start, it just 
wasn't perfect, that's for sure. Then we had some good 
shifts, we got some good breaks again tonight. A couple 
bounces went our way." 

Tony DeAngelo on the early battle back from Antti Raanta 
and the team's assistance in front of him: 

"The first goal was a really nice play by them, the second 
goal, he could probably couldn't see, I know I could hardly 
see it from the bench and I had a good view of it. He's really 
good, he settled in and then he made a lot of good saves 
after that. For us to get four for him I'm sure helped take the 
pressure off of him. 

Antti Raanta on getting his first game action of the regular 
season and how he felt: 

"It felt pretty much like a first game. There were some 
moments where it started to feel really good and then a few 
times where I felt like I was a little late on some things and 
you didn't get the right read. If I would have done the right 
things, I would've been able to make almost every save, 
especially those goals. There were a lot of emotions in the 
game. It was nice to just get back in there and play behind 
this team. When you get a lot of goal support like that, you 
need to deliver also and make sure the team is winning." 

Worth A Note: 

One unfortunate item that came from Head Coach Rod 
Brind'Amour's post-game media availability was him sharing 
that forward Nino Niederreiter suffered a lower-body injury 
during the third period and he "may miss some time". 

What's Next?: 

The Canes now welcome the Arizona Coyotes to town 
Sunday afternoon to conclude the team's four-game 
homestand. It'll be a special afternoon start time of 1 p.m. as 
the club aims to advance to 8-0-0.
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Hurricanes remain undefeated, deny Blackhawks first win 

Six Carolina players score to hand Chicago eighth loss 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- The Carolina Hurricanes extended their 
franchise-record season-starting winning streak to seven and 
kept the Chicago Blackhawks winless with a 6-3 victory at 
PNC Arena on Friday. 

Tony DeAngelo had a goal and two assists, Sebastian Aho 
had a goal and an assist, and Vincent Trocheck had two 
assists for the Hurricanes. Antti Raanta made 23 saves in his 
Carolina debut. 

"There were some moments where you start to feel really 
good, and a few times where you feel you didn't get the right 
read on the plays," Raanta said. "But it's good to get back in 
there and play behind this team. Obviously you get a lot of 
goal support." 

Brandon Hagel, Adam Gaudette and Alex DeBrincat scored, 
and Kevin Lankinen made 29 saves for the Blackhawks (0-6-
2), who at eight games tied their longest season-opening 
stretch without a victory. 

"Obviously eight games in and we don't have a win, it's 
terrible," Chicago coach Jeremy Colliton said. "Early on, it's 
like, 'Let's keep playing the same way. We're going to get out 
of this, we're going to get out of this.' I think we're still trying 
to do that, we're still trying to stay positive, we're still trying to 
say, 'Let's find a way out of this.' But obviously the first win is 
in the back of everyone's mind. For us, we just have to focus 
as much as we can on what we need to do to win." 

The Hurricanes scored four times in the second period, but 
coach Rod Brind'Amour was frustrated with penalties they 
took. The Blackhawks were 2-for-8 on the power play and 
played 14:09 with the man-advantage. 

"It wasn't a very fun game to coach," Brind'Amour said. "It 
didn't have any flow. But we had done enough damage to 
get ahead and kind of just get through it." 

Hagel gave the Blackhawks a 1-0 lead at 6:12 of the first 
period when he scored in the slot off a short backhand feed 
from Jonathan Toews. 

DeAngelo finished a Trocheck pass that went through the 
legs of Chicago forward Reese Johnson to tie it 1-1 at 7:10. 

"The first goal, I think I could have scored if I was left-handed 
because 'Troch' made such a good pass," DeAngelo said. 
"Those kinds of things come in waves sometimes. The points 

are great. Obviously, it's something I've got to bring to the 
team." 

Gaudette's backhand from the left face-off circle gave 
Chicago a 2-1 lead on the power play at 10:21. 

"If we can play like we did in the first 18 minutes or so, I think 
we're going to come out of this," said Blackhawks 
defenseman Erik Gustafsson, who had two assists. "I know 
everyone wants to win in there, and it's tough right now, for 
sure. I think the team we have, we're much better than this." 

The Hurricanes scored two goals in 17 seconds to go ahead. 
Jordan Staal chipped the puck under Lankinen's glove to tie 
it 2-2 at 13:09, and Derek Stepan made it 3-2 at 13:26 when 
he skated out of the right corner and tucked a shot inside the 
near post. 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi scored off a pass from Aho on a 2-on-1 
to extend the lead to 4-2 at 18:40. 

"We have the ability to counter quickly and some high-skill 
players. That's kind of what can happen," Brind'Amour said. 
"That's a good sign to have that. We've just got to limit the 
other chances. We gave up a ton. That's the work in 
progress for me." 

Aho scored on the power play at 3:43 of the second period to 
put the Hurricanes ahead 5-2, and Andrei Svechnikov made 
it 6-2 at 6:16. 

DeBrincat scored on the power play from the right circle after 
skating through the Carolina defense to cut it to 6-3 at 8:08 
of the third period. 

NOTES: Blackhawks forward Tyler Johnson left the game 
after a cross-check from Trocheck at 9:47 of the second 
period. Colliton said he does not expect him to play at the St. 
Louis Blues on Saturday (8 p.m. ET; BSMW, NBCSCH, 
ESPN+, NHL LIVE). … Chicago defenseman Isaak Phillips 
had two shots on goal and played 11:07 in his NHL debut. ... 
The Blackhawks were winless through eight games in 1953-
54, when they were 0-7-1 (tie); and 1999-00, when they were 
0-4-4 (ties). … Hurricanes forward Nino Niederreiter 
sustained a lower-body injury in the third period, and 
Brind'Amour said he "could be out for a while." … 
Svechnikov (11 points; seven goals, four assists) and Aho 
(10 points; five goals, five assists) each extended his 
season-opening point streak to seven games. … Carolina 
was coming off a 3-0 home win against the Boston Bruins on 
Thursday.
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Raanta wins Carolina debut, Hurricanes top winless Chicago 

By Bob Sutton 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Antti Raanta made 23 saves and 
was a winner in his Carolina debut as the Hurricanes scored 
four goals in the first period in a 6-3 victory over the winless 
Chicago Blackhawks on Friday night, adding to their best 
start in franchise history. 

Tony DeAngelo, Jordan Staal, Derek Stepan, Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi, Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov scored 
as Carolina improved to 7-0-0. 

For Raanta, there were awkward feelings. 

“For myself, it was a lot of emotions,” Raanta said. “It was my 
first game since my dad passed away this August. So it has 
been a rough couple of months.” 

Using Raanta instead of Frederik Andersen marked the only 
lineup change for the Hurricanes in their first seven games. 
Andersen had his first shutout with Carolina on Thursday 
night against the Boston Bruins. 

Raanta joined the Hurricanes as a free agent during the 
offseason. Andersen was given the night off as Carolina 
finished its first set of back-to-back games. 

Brandon Hagel, Adam Gaudette and Alex DeBrincat scored 
for the Blackhawks (0-6-2). Kevin Lankinen stopped 29 
shots. 

DeAngelo and Vincent Trocheck each had two assists for the 
Hurricanes. 

“The points are great,” DeAngelo said. “That’s something I’ve 
got to bring to the team.” 

The Hurricanes scored four goals on 18 shots in the first 
period. Each of Carolina’s four lines scored, with 10 players 
making the scoresheet with either a goal or an assist in the 
first 19 minutes. 

When Hagel and Gaudette scored less than 10½ minutes 
into the game, the Blackhawks matched the total number of 
first-period goals surrendered by Carolina in its first six 
games combined. 

“Obviously eight games in and we don’t have a win, it’s 
terrible,” Hagel said. “Early on obviously it’s like, ‘Let’s keep 
playing the same way. We’re going to get out of this, we’re 
going to get out of this.’ I think we’re still trying to do that. 
We’re still trying to stay positive.” 

By the end, the Hurricanes overcame 10 penalties. 

“Our skill took over a little bit at times and won us that game,” 
Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “It’s not always going 
to be like that.” 

A FAST FIRST 

The four-goal first period marked the most goals for the 
Hurricanes in any period this season. 

They hadn’t posted four goals in the opening period of any 
game in more than two years. 

HE DID IT AGAIN 

DeAngelo has scored a goal in the last two games, giving 
him goals in back-to-back games for just the third time in his 
213-game NHL career.  

In the third period, DeAngelo picked up the team’s first 
fighting major of the season after a scuffle with Reese 
Johnson. 

“That was fun,” DeAngelo said. “The crowd was crazy at the 
end. That was cool, too.” 

The so-called “Gordie Howe Hat Trick” – a goal, an assist 
and a fight – was the first for a Carolina player since Brandon 
Sutter in March 2012. 

STOP IT 

The Blackhawks were coming off their best defensive outing 
in a 3-2 overtime loss to Toronto on Wednesday night. But 
they’ve given up at least four goals in every other game. 

“I thought we allowed them to get back in the game too 
easily,” Chicago coach Jeremy Colliton said. “We have to 
make them work for what they get, especially in the first.” 

The Blackhawks’ worst period has been the second, as 
they’ve been outscored by a combined 13-3 in the middle 
period this season. Carolina had the only two second-period 
goals Friday. 

UP NEXT 

Blackhawks: Visit the St. Louis Blues on Saturday night. 

Hurricanes: Host the Arizona Coyotes on Sunday afternoon 
to conclude a four-game homestand.
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Hurricanes' Nino Niederreiter suffers lower-body injury vs. Blackhawks 

Carolina Hurricanes winger Nino Niederreiter suffered a 
lower-body injury on Friday night during a 6-3 win over the 
Chicago Blackhawks. 

Niederreiter's skate appeared to hit a rut in the ice late in the 
third period. He skated to the bench and did not return. 

The 29-year-old has three goals in seven games this season. 

Niederreiter has 160 goals and 167 assists in 664 career 
NHL games with Carolina, the Minnesota Wild and New York 
Islanders.

 

 

NHL Rink Wrap: Blackhawks still winless; Undefeated Panthers, Hurricanes 

By James O'Brien  

Top player from Friday in the NHL 

Igor Shesterkin, Rangers 

In the Rangers’ 4-0 win over the Blue Jackets, you could 
observe plenty of player of the night candidates. With three 
assists, should Adam Fox earn the title of NHL player of the 
night for Friday? Should it be Artemi Panarin and his trio of 
helpers, instead? 

Let’s go with Igor Shesterkin. He pitched a 31-save shutout 
against the Blue Jackets. After earning his first shutout of the 
season, Shesterkin’s now 4-1-1 with a sparkling .944 save 
percentage. 

Merely 53 games into his NHL career, we still don’t know just 
how good the 25-year-old truly is. Credit Shesterkin with 
passing just about all of his tests so far, though. Often with 
flying colors. 

NHL injury, COVID news 

 Tough injury news for Devils forward Jack Hughes. 
Suffering from a dislocated shoulder, Hughes will be 
re-evaluated in five weeks. 

 Looks like Sidney Crosby is expected to be a game-
time decision for the Penguins on Saturday. 

 The Wild are dealing with a mix of injuries and 
COVID issues. The Athletic’s Michael Russo reports 
that Mats Zuccarello and Rem Pitlick both tested 
positive for COVID. Meanwhile, Alex Goligoski, 
Dmitry Kulikov, and Jordan Greenway are dealing 
with injuries. 

Highlights from Friday in the NHL 

There’s something almost soothing about how calm and 
surgically precise a star player can be in 3-on-3 OT. Did 
Aleksander Barkov have “ice water in his veins” here? 

This Sportsnet video headline makes me wonder: do 
Rangers fans call him Fantastic Mr. Adam Fox? Perhaps 
they should. (That movie holds up remarkably well, by the 
way.) 

Then we had Braden Holtby turning back the clock here with 
this pad save: 

Friday’s NHL takeaways 

Baby steps, but still some stumbles as NHL handles 
Blackhawks allegations 

Sometimes, the NHL feels like a creaky old battleship made 
obsolete during World War II. A more graceful vessel might, 
say, be more forceful in making sure Joel Quenneville didn’t 
coach the Panthers one day before he resigned. Frankly, 
there was more than enough time for the league and/or 
Panthers to tell Quenneville to sit that game out before his 
meeting with Gary Bettman. 

And it’s not like that was the only strike against a league (and 
teams, such as the Blackhawks, Panthers, and Jets) that 
often failed to look proactive. 

Why, exactly, was Stan Bowman even in the position to 
make offseason moves such as the Seth Jones trade once 
the Blackhawks lawsuit went public? Were there members of 
the Panthers who thought it was a bad idea for Quenneville 
to go behind the bench on Wednesday? Did no one really 
object to Brad Aldrich’s name being etched on the Stanley 
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Cup. And why did it take so long to discuss removing it from 
“the most hallowed trophy in sports?” 

Over and over again, the NHL, teams, and even players 
stumble in handling this situation. In a vacuum, maybe 
there’s indeed an argument that Kevin Cheveldayoff wasn’t 
in enough of a “senior position” to help Kyle Beach in 2010. 
Yet, when you combine Beach’s allegations with what Akim 
Aliu went through, it’s tougher to feel great about 
Cheveldayoff avoiding any sort of punishment. 

Yes, you could argue the NHL and its teams did the bare 
minimum. Bowman and other Blackhawks officials needed to 
be held accountable. Quenneville too. But it’s difficult to 
shake the feeling that people are either learning the wrong 
lessons, or refusing to open their textbooks at all. 

As Kyle Beach noted, he’s not the only survivor, and the 
hope is that others won’t suffer in similar ways. The NHL and 
USA Hockey both may face another test with Bill Guerin. 

NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly told The Athletic’s 
Michael Russo the following in an email about U.S. 
SafeSport’s investigation of Bill Guerin. 

“Based on what we know — and the facts have been 
investigated multiple times already — this is not a Chicago 
situation,” Daly emailed The Athletic. “There is no indication 
that Bill Guerin (or any other member of the Pittsburgh 
Penguins’ organization) at any time neglected his reporting 
duties or failed to follow-up appropriately on (the) reported 
concerns. I am completely confident that when all is said and 
done, the US Center for Safe Sport will conclude the same.” 

(You can read more about that investigation in this Oct. 22 
report from TSN’s Rick Westhead.) 

Maybe the allegations regarding the way Guerin handled 
things is indeed “not a Chicago situation,” as Daly said. 

What if, increasingly, it looks more and more like a “Chicago 
situation?” Will the NHL and USA Hockey do the right thing. 
Otherwise, people may come to the same conclusion Kyle 
Beach did about how he believes the NHL viewed his 
allegations. 

” …They continue to try and protect their name over the 
health and the well-being of the people who put their lives on 
the line every day to make the NHL what it is,” Beach told 
TSN. 

Again, the NHL hasn’t exactly passed every test in handling 
these recent situations. Hopefully they prove they’ve learned 
a lesson if something close to a “Chicago situation” happens 
again. 

Panthers remain undefeated in first game post-Quenneville 

It took that overtime game-winner from Barkov, but the 
Panthers improved to 8-0-0 on the season. During those first 
seven games, Quenneville was behind their bench. On 
Wednesday, the Panthers remained one of the NHL’s hottest 
teams as former winger Andrew Brunette took over in the 
interim. 

(If you need a smile, recall Brunette scoring a series-winner 
for the Wild, thus shocking Patrick Roy and the Avs. OK, 
Colorado Avalanche fans might not smile.) 

Uneasily, there’s been some implication that teams can’t win 
because of “distractions.” That you can’t hold people 
accountable for their actions and win. 

Maybe the Panthers can dispel some of those notions by 
thriving without Quenneville? If nothing else, it would be nice 
to cheer for the Panthers finally being truly relevant, without 
the feeling that you might be cheering for the villains. 

Hurricanes also stay undefeated, Blackhawks without a win, 
Coyotes also goose-egged 

After Friday’s NHL action, there are still two winless teams, 
and they’re both in the Central Division. At least, with the 
Coyotes, tanking is the point. 

But the Blackhawks? Any talk about them still rebuilding sure 
reeks of spinning some on-ice failure to go with the off-ice 
disgrace. 

By winning on Wednesday, the Hurricanes didn’t just keep 
the Blackhawks winless; Carolina also remained alongside 
Florida as the league’s two undefeated teams. 

Amusingly, the Hurricanes hold the most power when it 
comes to keeping teams winless and/or undefeated. On 
Sunday (Oct. 31), the Hurricanes host the winless Coyotes. 
Perhaps the Blackhawks will win by Wednesday, but if not, 
they’ll host the potentially-still-undefeated Hurricanes. 

If we’re all really lucky, both the Panthers and Hurricanes will 
remain undefeated for their matchup on Saturday, Nov. 6 — 
Carolina’s next game after Chicago. 

Saturday’s big story 

How far along are the Flames, Flyers? 

Heading into Saturday’s game in Calgary, both the Flyers (4-
1-1) and Flames (5-1-1) are off to promising starts. 

They’re also teams in fairly similar positions. Each GM must 
be feeling some heat, especially after the letdown of missing 
the 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs. With the Flyers, they’re 
testing some big changes. In the case of the Flames, the 
bolder stance was not blowing things up. 

(Heck, some people probably penciled Johnny Gaudreau 
in as a Flyer.) 

Which team is for real? Both? Neither? One game won’t 
answer those questions, but could at least give us more to 
work with for each team. 

Friday’s NHL scores 

Hurricanes 6, Blackhawks 3 
Golden Knights 5, Ducks 4 (SO) 
Senators 4, Stars 1 
Panthers 3, Red Wings 2 (OT) 
Rangers 4, Blue Jackets 0 
Capitals 2, Coyotes 0
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Recap: Hurricanes keep perfect record intact, dispatch woebegone Blackhawks 

Good teams are supposed to collect points against bad 
ones, and that’s exactly what the Hurricanes did on Friday 
night. 

By Brian LeBlanc  

A game on the back half of a back-to-back, against the 
league’s second-worst team, seems like the perfect 
candidate for a trap game, and to be honest at times the 
Carolina Hurricanes did look a little heavy-legged on Friday 
night at PNC Arena. 

Fortunately for the Hurricanes, the hapless Chicago 
Blackhawks were all too happy to play the role of the 
Washington Generals, providing little more than token 
defensive resistance as the Hurricanes cruised to a 6-3 
romp. 

The Blackhawks actually opened the scoring and looked up 
for the challenge at the start, getting rewarded for their 
efforts when Brandon Hagel scored his first of the season 
6:12 into the game. But it didn’t take long until the Hurricanes 
to tie it up, Tony DeAngelo doing the honors off a gorgeous 
pass from Vincent Trocheck that went through the legs of 
Reese Johnson. 

Adam Gaudette gave Chicago the lead back three minutes 
later, but at the tail end of a Carolina power play Jordan 
Staal brought it back to even. Fortunately for the Hurricanes, 
by this point they had woken up, and Staal’s goal was the 
first of five unanswered for the home squad. 

Blackhawks goalie Kevin Lankinen could reasonably feel 
hung out to dry, but when you’re three weeks into the season 
and are still seeking your first win of the year, it’s safe to 
assume that fate is not on your side. True to form, the 
Hurricanes scored no fewer than three goals off deflections 
that Lankinen had no prayer of stopping. 

And when the Hurricanes weren’t getting lucky bounces, they 
were showing off their offensive finesse, with the goals by 
both DeAngelo and Jesperi Kotkaniemi coming off pinpoint 
passes: 

Plenty of Hurricanes fans were no doubt thrilled at the 
spectacle of the home team hanging half a dozen on the 
board before the game hit its midway point, but one fan was 
left wishing that they’d offer a bit of relief: 

Minter got his wish; past the halfway point the Hurricanes 
essentially went on cruise control and allowed Antti Raanta 
to show off for the home crowd. In his first start as a 
Hurricane, Raanta did exactly that, making a pair of 
spectacular saves on Philipp Kurashev and DeBrincat, the 
latter a highlight-reel cartwheel save to rob Chicago’s leading 
scorer. 

DeAngelo finished off his first career Gordie Howe hat trick 
with a solid bout against Johnson early in the third, joining 
with his goal and a pair of second-period assists, and 
tempers flared as the Blackhawks’ frustrations boiled over. 
The power play from one of those scrums resulted in 
DeBrincat getting his revenge on a tight-angle snap shot just 
before the halfway point of the third period, but that was as 
close as the visitors would get.  

Of concern to the Hurricanes, who were simply looking to get 
out of the game healthy, was the status of Nino Niederreiter, 
who left the game with what looked like a lower-body injury in 
the third period. Despite that uncertainty, the Hurricanes 
extended their franchise-record start to the season, posting a 
7-0 record and joining the Florida Panthers as the only 
undefeated teams in the NHL. 

They have a great opportunity to push that record to 8-0 
when they wrap up the homestand on Sunday, with the only 
NHL team worse than the Blackhawks, the similarly winless 
Arizona Coyotes, coming to town.
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They Said It: Brind’Amour, DeAngelo, Kotkaniemi, Raanta break down win over Blackhawks 

Following a 6-3 win over the Chicago Blackhawks to move to 
7-0-0, members of the Hurricanes discussed the victory.  

By Alec_Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes stayed undefeated Friday night in 
PNC Arena, beating the Chicago Blackhawks to move to 7-0-
0.  

Tony DeAngelo recorded the Canes’ first Gordie Howe hat 
trick since 2012, while Antti Raanta finally got a game and 
net and got his first win as a member of the Hurricanes.  

Following the win, head coach Rod Brind’Amour, DeAngelo, 
Jesperi Kotkaniem and Raanta spoke with members of the 
media.  

Here is what they had to say: 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On the team not taking a breath: Yeah, the first 10 minutes 
weren’t great, that’s for sure. I think we gave up maybe 10 
shots in the first 10 minutes, and then I don’t think they got a 
shot in the second half of the first period. We played a better 
game after the first 10 minutes. Then the game just kind of 
dissipated. I don’t know what to say about it. Just penalties. It 
wasn’t a very fun game to coach. I don’t know how it was to 
watch. But this didn’t have any flow. But we had done 
enough damage to get ahead that we could get through it.  

On Raanta getting the win in his first start since his dad 
passed: That’s tough. Guys deal with a lot of stuff that you 
don’t know about. It’s real-life stuff. I was happy for him to 
get the win. 

On having the right parts in place on this team: That’s what 
you need to do. To be successful, all those teams that are 
successful have that. What you just said, you just knocked 
off like five things and you’ve got to have that. That’s why we 
brought in the certain players we did, and now we’ve 
obviously got to put it all together and forge ahead.  

On what they’ve seen from DeAngelo: That’s what we 
thought we were getting. He’s a good puck mover. He can 
join the rush and score. He’s got that competitive edge, that 
fire that you love.  

On the team’s resiliency early: I love the group. We weren’t 
bad at the start, but it wasn’t perfect. That’s for sure. Then 
we had some good shifts, got some breaks tonight and some 
bounces that went our way. I don’t really know. It’s really 
hard to assess this game for me. We were going along and 
there’s a penalty, and everyone is looking around like 
‘where’s the penalty?’ Next thing you know we’ve got eight 
minor penalties. Just a really strange game.  

On guys sticking up for each other: I love that. I love sticking 
up for your group. Obviously everyone does. That’s so 
important. But it’s not a recipe for success if you’re going to 
be in the box, that’s for sure.  

On Nino Niederreiter’s injury: That looks like some sort of 
lower injury there that could be not short. It looks like he 
could be out for a while.  

On the flurry of goals and the skill: That’s what we have. We 
have the ability to counter quickly, and like you said, some 
high-skill players. That’s what can happen in a game. You’re 
not necessarily playing well against the other team, but you 
do it right and get your chance and can bury it. That’s a good 
sign to have that. We’ve just got to limit the other chances. 
We gave up a ton. That’s the work in progress.  

On Kotkaniemi getting rewarded with a goal for playing the 
right way the last two games: Yeah, but almost more to your 
point about talent, that was a high-end play. Tony’s goal was 
a high-end play, a great pass. That was one of those games 
where we got away from it but our skill took over at times and 
won us that game. Not always going to be like that, that’s for 
sure.  

Tony DeAngelo 

On his Gordie Howe hat trick: That might be my first ever in 
my career, even including junior. I’m pretty sure it is. That 
was fun. The crowd was crazy at the end. That was cool, too. 
It was nice.  

On taking some time to get settled in: I felt settled. Our team 
is so good. We have so many good players that it was easy 
to get settled in. Just some fortunate bounces tonight. The 
first goal I think I could have scored if I was left-handed 
[Trocheck] made such a good pass. Those kinds of things 
come in waves sometimes. Points are great. Obviously it’s 
something that I’ve got to bring to the team. We’re just 
playing really good hockey, and we’re finding ways to win. 
We got down twice during the first period, and we came out 
of the first period up 4-2. It just shows what type of team we 
have. Everything else just falls into place.  

On if tonight was emblematic of how he thinks he can play: 
Yeah. A lot of special teams tonight and stuff, I don’t think I 
played a ton. And then I had the fight, so I sat a little bit 
there. But yeah, I thought I made better plays and better 
reads. Much better plays on the power play. Last night I 
ruined the power play one time with two terrible turnovers. I 
thought it was much better tonight.  

On why he fought Reese Johnson: I’ve got a lot of respect 
for that guy. I gave him a shot in the second period, a cross 
check there. He asked me to go. I gave him a shot, so I’ve 
got to do it, right? You can’t give guys shots and then when 
they ask you to go say no. I’ve got a lot of respect. He’s a 
tough kid. It is what it is.  

On responding and getting a lead for Raanta in the first 
period: That’s a great question. For us as a team, we know 
what type of goalie [Raanta] is. But I don’t know what he was 
thinking. The first goal was a really nice play by them. The 
second one, I could barely see it from the bench there and I 
had a good angle. But Raanta is real good. He settled in and 
made a lot of good saves after that. But yeah, for us to get 
four for him there I’m sure kind of takes a little pressure off.  

On the scoring depth of the team: I think that’s what we can 
do. All six of our defensemen can score, too. Obviously it 
hasn’t happened a ton yet, but we can all score. Our 
forwards are so good. Anytime you are out there with any 
line, you know you can control the offensive play and any 
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play in general. All of our guys are good defensively. We’re 
playing good defense and then we transition that to offense. 
We’ve got a lot of special players up front. We’re deep. We 
can’t get too confident. It’s obviously a great start for us, but 
we’ve just got to keep playing the way we are going so far, 
keep getting better.  

On what he’s learned from Brind’Amour: I like his style. He’s 
an energetic guy on the bench. I like the enthusiasm he 
brings. I like the way he speaks to the players before games, 
getting you ready to go. All around he’s been a good coach 
so far. I’m still only a month in. I think I’ve been here for a 
little over a month. But so far, I’ve been impressed. Like 
everybody said in the past before I got here, he’s just living 
up to expectations.  

On the fans getting into the game and chanting for him: Fans 
get into the game. They love that kind of stuff. I appreciate 
that. That was real nice. Like you said, obviously I got a lot of 
feedback both ways, positive and negative, when I signed, 
which I knew was going to happen no matter where I went. 
But I’m really appreciative tonight of that kind of ovation. It 
means more than the fans might think.  

Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

On getting on the scoresheet: It feels really good. Like you 
said, last night I just played the right way. The goals will 
come, like we saw today. Just keep working hard, and we’ll 
see results.  

On playing with Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen: It’s 
been really fun. Like I’ve said before, they’re probably the 
most-skilled guys that Finland has to offer right now. For me, 
it’s just working hard with them and trying to get the puck to 
them and just making some plays.  

On how good this team can be: I think it’s even a step better. 
I think we can be a really good contender this year. As we’ve 
seen so far, it’s a really hard-working team. Guys are giving 
their all every night when we go out there. It’s been great to 
see.  

On coming back from an early deficit: Sorry guys, I’ll just say 
the same thing. We just work really hard. We always find a 
way to be successful. Grind through it and bear down. That’s 
our way.  

Antti Raanta 

On how he felt his first game of the season went: Pretty 
much like a first game. There were some moments where it 
started to feel really good, but then a few moments where 
you felt you were a little bit late on some things and you 
didn’t get the right read on the plays. I think if you would do 
the right things, you could probably make every save on 
those goals. It’s the first game. A lot of emotions in the game. 
It was nice to get back in there and play behind this team. 
Obviously I got a lot of goal support, so I kind of need to 
deliver also and make sure the team is winning.  

On how tough it is as a goalie when you aren’t facing 
consistent shots and have a big lead: Yeah, especially the 
third period. Not much was happening, and then we were in 
the PK pretty much the last 10 minutes of the period. It’s 

always when you have a three- or four-goal lead that you’re 
going to be on the PK for the rest of the game. Emotions got 
a little bit out of hand in a few moments, but that’s what 
happens when these two teams collide. I think it showed our 
team effort, also. We’re not going to take any steps back. We 
kept pushing. I think there could have been probably a 
couple of penalties for the Blackhawks, but our PK was doing 
a good job. We killed those penalties and made sure that we 
got the win. 

On if the early lead helped him settle in: Sometimes it’s 
almost tougher when you get a big lead because usually the 
game kind of turns around a little bit. I felt like we were still 
playing pretty good in the second period. They got their 
chances in their power play. But yeah, when your team is 
scoring six goals it’s kind of a funny feeling. If you lose the 
game, you’re going to end up giving seven goals or more. 
That’s not going to be a good thing. I was just trying to focus 
on the next shot, trying to get myself going. Trying to feel 
comfortable and things like that. There were a few saves 
where I started to feel good, and then there were a couple of 
times where I kind of overplayed situations. Overall, it’s nice 
to get there and get that win.  

On Tony DeAngelo’s energy: It’s pretty awesome. He’s 
putting a lot of emotion in the game. It’s nice to see that he’s 
getting on the scoreboard, and he was pretty fired up with 
that fight also. It’s always fun when guys are pumped up. I 
think Tony was really fired up today. That showed. He got a 
goal and an assist and the fight. You don’t really see that 
many times from the d-men, but it’s nice to be part of that 
kind of day.  

On if it’s still special for him to beat the Blackhawks: Yeah, 
obviously. That was my first team in the NHL. I had two great 
years there. I was saying to [Jonathan Toews] in the 
warmups that he is the only guy left in the lineup right now 
with [Patrick Kane] out. It was kind of a weird feeling to only 
see [Toews] there, and everyone else either got traded or 
retired. But yeah, it’s always fun to play against your old 
team. But when the game has started, you just focus on 
making the saves and making sure you play the right way. 
When the game is over, then you can have the little laughs 
and talk with your old teammates. But usually before and 
when the game is on, you really don’t pay that much 
attention.  

On having to wait so long to play: Yeah, but it’s also for 
myself a lot of emotions today. It was my first game since my 
dad passed away this August. It’s been a rough couple of 
months. He usually always texted me before the game, and it 
was kind of a weird feeling today to go to the game and not 
get that text from him. If anything, it’s good to put this game 
and get this win to remembering my dad. That was a big 
thing for me today.  

On what his dad’s name was and on if he played hockey: 
Pekka...Yeah, he played until he was 18 or 19. He’s been my 
biggest supporter. Without him and without my mom I 
wouldn’t be here. Lots of different feelings today for sure, to 
go to the game and play and win, it’s obviously nice. But it’s 
also a little bit emotional.
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Raanta, DeAngelo power Canes past Blackhawks  

By Bryan Pyrtle   

The Carolina Hurricanes overcame two early deficits in their 
matchup against the Chicago Blackhawks on Friday, Oct. 29 
in PNC Arena, evening the score up at 1-1 and later putting 
up five unanswered goals on the Blackhawks to win 6-3.  

A chaotic first period set the tone for an action-packed game 
that included 61 combined shots on goal and 36 combined 
penalty minutes. 

After goalkeeper Frederik Andersen minded the net for the 
Canes first six games of the season, a 24-hour turnaround 
between the previous night’s showdown against the Boston 
Bruins and this victory over the Blackhawks prompted head 
coach Rod Brind’Amour to give goalkeeper Antti Raanta the 
start in net, affording Andersen some much deserved rest. 

Raanta’s debut in a Hurricanes uniform didn’t get off to a 
great start, surrendering a pair of first-period goals to give 
Chicago a 1-0 and then a 2-1 lead. The Finn buckled down 
thereafter, however, holding the Blackhawks to just one 
additional goal for the rest of the night, a third-period power 
play goal by Alex DeBrincat to make it 6-3. 

Raanta’s rough start was particularly emotional given that 
this was his first game after the passing of his father last 
August. 

“It was my first game since my dad passed away this 
August,” Raanta said. “It's been a rough couple of months.” 

Chicago struggled to convert its opportunities after going up 
to 2-1, giving the Canes room to swing the momentum in 

their favor. Center Jordan Staal did just that a little over 13 
minutes into the game, pouncing on the rebound of defender 
Ethan Bear’s long-range shot and evening the score at 2-2. 

What was once a 2-1 Blackhawks advantage quickly 
disappeared as Carolina notched five unanswered goals to 
take a commanding 6-2 lead by the second intermission. 
Center Derek Stepan, right wing Jesperi Kotkaniemi, center 
Sebastian Aho and right wing Andrei Svechnikov all bagged 
goals to extend the Canes' lead after Staal’s equalizer. 

Having squandered not one but two early leads, Chicago 
became visibly frustrated with the Hurricanes’ resurgence, 
making the game increasingly more physical down the 
stretch. Tempers frequently flared in the second and third 
periods, but DeAngelo won a third-period fight against Reese 
Johnson at center ice to assert Carolina’s dominance in the 
waning minutes. 

DeAngelo’s competitive fervor added a little something extra 
to the affair, keeping his team and the crowd fired up even 
though the game was essentially over in terms of wins and 
losses. 

“That's what we thought we were getting,” Brind’Amour said. 
“He’s a good puck mover, enjoying the rush. He can score, 
he's got that competitive edge, that fire that you love.” 

The Canes will look to make it eight consecutive wins to start 
the season when they take on the Arizona Coyotes on 
Sunday, Oct. 31 in PNC Arena. Puck drop is set for 1 p.m.
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Wolves rally for fourth straight 

Wolves score three in the third period to take first place in 
the Central  

The Chicago Wolves scored three goals in a six-minute span 
of the third period to seize a 4-2 victory over the Milwaukee 
Admirals Friday night at Panther Arena. 

Forwards Stefan Noesen, Andrew Poturalski and Spencer 
Smallman and defenseman Cavan Fitzgerald scored for the 
Wolves (4-1-0-0), who won their fourth in a row and assumed 
sole possession of first place in the AHL’s Central Division. 

The Wolves scored first for the fifth game in a row as 
Poturalski banked a pass off the wall in the defensive zone 
that hit C.J. Smith in stride as he raced across the blue line. 
Smith carried the puck toward the left post to attract 
goaltender Devin Cooley’s attention, then centered a pass to 
Noesen in the crease for an uncontested goal at 4:43 of the 
first. 

Meanwhile, the Admirals (1-3-0-0) didn’t register their first 
shot on goal until the game’s 13th minute. Milwaukee pulled 
into a 1-1 tie, though, after a mad scramble near the Wolves 
crease ended with rookie Grant Mismash’s rebound goal on 
the power play at 17:30 of the first. 

Mismash gave Milwaukee a 2-1 lead with a breakaway goal 
at 11:11 of the second. The Admirals forced a turnover in the 

neutral zone and former Wolves forward Cody Glass sprung 
Mismash into the clear with a two-line pass. 

The Wolves’ third-period rally began with Poturalski’s power-
play blast in the final seconds of a 5-on-3 advantage. 
Defenseman Joey Keane spied the captain open at the 
bottom of the left circle and Poturalski rifled a one-timer off 
Cooley’s backside into the net. 

Smallman gave Chicago the lead for good with his blast from 
the top of the left circle at 11:08. David Gust delivered the 
cross-ice pass that set up Smallman’s first goal of the 
season. 

Fitzgerald added an insurance goal at 12:34 when forward 
Sam Miletic had space to shoot in the high slot, but tapped a 
short pass to his left to set up Fitzgerald’s superior 
opportunity in the left circle to make it 4-2. 

Wolves goaltender Alex Lyon (2-1-0) parried 22 shots to earn 
the victory while Cooley (1-3-0) stopped 29 of 33 attempts. 

The Wolves wrap up their road trip with a 3 p.m. game 
Sunday at Grand Rapids, then return to Allstate Arena on 
Saturday for Hockey Night in Chicago. To get the best seats 
for the Wolves’ clash with the Manitoba Moose, contact a 
Wolves ticket representative here or call 1-800-THE-
WOLVES.

  

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article255398011.html 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/10/deangelos-gordie-howe-hat-trick-leads-hurricanes-to-6-3-win-over-chicago/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-throttle-blackhawks-advance-to-7-0-0/c-327383250 

https://www.nhl.com/news/chicago-blackhawks-carolina-hurricanes-game-recap/c-327144248 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-kevin-lankinen-alex-debrincat-hockey-f70f012428922fa5470b296f5dea64ce 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-nino-niederreiter-suffers-lower-body-injury-vs-blackhawks/ 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/10/30/nhl-rink-wrap-blackhawks-still-winless-undefeated-panthers-hurricanes/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/10/29/22753608/carolina-hurricanes-game-recap-chicago-blackhawks-tony-deangelo-hat-trick-sebastian-aho-
antti-raanta 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/10/29/22753685/they-said-it-brindamour-deangelo-kotkaniemi-raanta-break-down-win-over-blackhawks 
https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/raanta-deangelo-power-canes-past-blackhawks/article_4c1380c4-392f-11ec-82c3-e300eb1740ae.html 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/10/29/wolves-rally-for-fourth-straight/ 
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1224390 Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Hurricanes 7-0 after beating Chicago Blackhawks in Antti Raanta’s first 
start in net 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

 

Make it seven in a row. 

The undefeated Carolina Hurricanes overwhelmed the Chicago 
Blackhawks 6-3 on Friday, getting points from 12 players in the lineup 
and making goalie Antti Raanta’s first start of the season a winning one. 

The Canes set a franchise record on Thursday, beating the Boston 
Bruins for a 6-0 start to the season. A night later, they twice trailed in the 
first period before putting on a withering display of speed, skill and finish. 

Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov each scored, both extending their 
point streaks to seven games. Derek Stepan’s goal was the veteran 
center’s first point with the Hurricanes. Jordan Staal scored. Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi scored. For the Canes, it was impressive. 

Defenseman Tony DeAngelo scored for the second straight night and 
had two assists, then won a gloves-off fight with Reese Johnson in the 
third period. His “Gordie Howe hat trick” — goal, assist, fight in a game 
— was the first for Carolina since Brandon Sutter’s in 2012 and had 
Canes fans in the crowd of 16,434 loudly chanting his name. 

“Points are great and obviously something I’ve got to bring to the team 
but we’re just playing really good hockey and finding ways,” DeAngelo, 
named the game’s first star, said to the media. “To be down twice in the 
first period and come out (leading) 4-2 just shows the kind of team we 
have. We’re deep. 

“We can’t get too confident. Obviously it’s a great start for us but we’ve 
got to keep getting better.” 

One downer for the Canes was forward Nino Niederreiter leaving the 
game in the third period with a lower-body injury. Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said Niederreiter, off to a good start this season, could be 
“out for a while.” 

Raanta had a great seat and view on the Canes bench the first six 
games as goalie Frederik Andersen started and sparkled. Finally getting 
his turn, Raanta settled in, made 23 saves and was steady enough 
against a team seeking its first win of the season. 

Chicago (0-6-2) twice scored on the power play — Adam Gaudette and 
Alex DeBrincat with the goals — after Brandon Hagel punched a shot 
past Raanta for the game’s first goal. 

“These games are tough because you have to turn around and do it 
again and not have a letdown,” Brind’Amour said to the media after the 
Boston game. “We haven’t had a real ‘take-a-breath’ kind of (game) yet, 
which is a good sign.” 

Brind’Amour wasn’t all that happy with the first 10 minutes Friday. But the 
Canes’ transition game produced chances and goals and it was 6-2 after 
the second period. The Canes had five of their 10 penalties in the third as 
the game turned chippy and, in Brind’Amour’s opinion, “dissipated.” 

“But we had done enough damage to get ahead,” he said. 

The Blackhawks’ first-period leads quickly evaporated. The Canes 
needed 58 seconds to answer Hagel’s score with a transition goal from 
DeAngelo off a pass from Vincent Trocheck, who had two assists. 

Gaudette gave Chicago a 2-1 lead with a backhander. The Canes’ 
answer: two goals in 17 seconds. 

“That’s what we have, the ability to counter quickly,” Brind’Amour said. 

Staal, open at the backdoor post, took a pass from Ethan Bear for 2-2 tie. 
Stepan then made a nice move to beat goalie Kevin Lankinen at the 
short side post. 

The Canes’ fourth goal of the period left Kotkaniemi and Aho hugging 
behind the net. Aho slipped behind defenseman Jake McCabe in the 
neutral zone, took a pass off the boards from Ian Cole and found 
Kotkaniemi for the score — Cole’s assist his first point with the Canes. 

In the second, Aho scored on the power play and Svechnikov picked up 
his seventh of the season with a pass that hit McCabe’s leg. 

It’s hard to sit a goalie coming off a 33-save shutout, with a six-game 
winning streak. Andersen has a 1.33 goals-against average and .956 
save percentage.. But as Brind’Amour said, “We’ve got to get ‘Raants’ 
involved.” 

Raanta was the only lineup change from the Bruins game as rookie 
forward Seth Jarvis and veteran defenseman Brendan Smith were 
healthy scratches. With Niederreiter out, Jarvis could make his NHL 
debut Sunday against the Arizona Coyotes at PNC Arena. 
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Coyotes come closer, but done in by penalties in eighth straight loss 

 

JOSÉ M. ROMERO  | Arizona Republic 

 

Friday night found the Arizona Coyotes in an unfamiliar position this 
season — scoreless and tied through two periods with their best chance 
to win their first game of the season since a shootout loss at Buffalo on 
Oct. 16.  

But John Carlson scored on a power play with 7:58 to play in the game, 
and Alex Ovechkin sealed the Washington Capitals' 2-0 win with an 
empty net goal in the final seconds. Prior to the first goal, the Coyotes 
had gone 5 for 5 on the penalty kill, but a holding penalty to Liam O'Brien 
gave the Capitals another man advantage, and they cashed it in.  
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Goaltender Karel Vejmelka gave the Coyotes a lift with his play. With the 
Coyotes unable to generate much offense putting up only 16 shots on 
goal for the game, Vejmelka and the penalty kill, until late, loomed large 
for the team against the Capitals in the Coyotes' third game of a six-
game road trip.  

The Melk Man stopped all 13 shots he faced in the first. 

Still scoreless after one. #Yotes pic.twitter.com/0EDCis71pN 

— Bally Sports Arizona (@BALLYSPORTSAZ) October 29, 2021 

Vejmelka stopped 30 shots. It was the rookie who was in net in the 
shootout at Buffalo, and who again had the Coyotes close to a win. But 
the Coyotes lost their eighth straight and were shut out for the second 
time this season. 

"I just tried to find the puck and I lost it when he shot it. It was a god shot 
and a good screen by the player in front of me," Vejmelka said of 
Carlson's goal. "I just try to play every game when I have a chance to 
play, my best. It's a great opportunity for me. I just want to enjoy every 
game and every minute in net. It's a big chance." 

The Coyotes' beleaguered penalty kill, the worst in the league with 10 
goals allowed in 18 situations entering Friday, had perhaps its best 
performance of the season. But giving a good team six power plays is 
asking for trouble, and in the end it caught up to them. 

"Our PK came up big. We all know Washington's power play is deadly," 
Coyotes head coach André Tourigny said. "Unfortunately it was one too 
many. 

"We did not play to lose, we played to win. We played hard. We had good 
chances. Our puck management got better throughout the game," 
Tourigny added. "Your in a back-to-back against two of the elite teams in 
the league (Tampa Bay on Thursday, and Washington), you would 
expect at the end of the game to run out of gas. It was the reverse." 

Ovechkin scored his ninth goal of the season, tops in the NHL, and has 
an eight-game point streak to open the season. He had 11 shots with five 
on goal.  

Of course, all of the positive things for the Coyotes didn't translate into 
what they really needed, a win, and they fell to 0-7-1 on the season. 

"We put a great effort together. Wasn't perfect in many ways, but still we 
were in the game," Coyotes forward Antoine Roussel said. "Just the way 
the game is going right now." 

'Bear' track 

Tourigny again took encouragement from the Coyotes' effort, and said 
Vejmelka gave the Coyotes hope by keeping them close. He was asked 
about Vejmelka's demeanor. 

Coyotes coach Andre Tourigny, on goalie Karel Vejmelka 

'Vej' juice 

Vejmelka was asked after the game if it was his best. He said the team 
played well but needs to get more shots. 

Up next 

The Coyotes skate on Halloween, Sunday afternoon at Carolina against 
the Hurricanes, who are a perfect 7-0-0 this season after their win over 
Chicago on Friday. It's a 10 a.m. start, Phoenix time. 
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Coyotes given 8th consecutive loss to start season by Capitals 

 

BY ASSOCIATED PRESS 

 

WASHINGTON — John Carlson scored a long-awaited power-play goal, 
Alex Ovechkin added an empty-netter and the Washington Capitals beat 
Arizona 2-0 Friday night, handing the Coyotes their eighth consecutive 
loss to start the season. 

Carlson’s goal with 7:58 left in the third period was Washington’s third in 
25 opportunities on the power play dating to opening night. The Capitals 
came up empty on their first five power-play chances against Arizona 
before breaking through. 

They outshot the Coyotes 32-16, but struggled to create quality scoring 
chances, let alone score on first-year NHL goaltender Karel Vejmelka 
before Carlson’s shot deflected in off a penalty-killer. Vejmelka, a 25-
year-old from the Czech Republic, finished with 30 saves, including a few 
notable stops at even strength to give Arizona a puncher’s chance at its 
first victory of the season. 

But the Capitals skated circles around their overmatched opponent, and 
eventually the talent disparity came through. Ovechkin’s goal in the final 
minute was his league-leading ninth of the season and 739th of his 
career, two shy of Brett Hull for fourth on the all-time list. 

Playing its first game without injured winger T.J. Oshie and still missing 
top center Nicklas Backstrom, Washington avoided back-to-back losses 
and still has not lost in regulation this season. 

Rebuilding Arizona fell to 0-8-1 and remained last in the league standings 
with one point. With 2018 Stanley Cup-winning fan favorite Jay Beagle 
returning to town, the Coyotes put quite the scare into the Capitals before 
falling short. 

Making his third start of the season, Ilya Samsonov stopped all 16 shots 
he faced to pick up the fourth shutout of his NHL career. 

NOTES: Brett Leason made his NHL debut for the Capitals in the 
absence of Nic Dowd, who aggravated a lower-body injury at the morning 
skate. … With Leason in, Washington dressed a lineup with four rookies 
for the first time since April 7, 2018. … Former Capitals prospect Travis 
Boyd was a healthy scratch for Arizona to make room for veteran Swede 
Loui Eriksson. 

UP NEXT 

Coyotes: Visit the Carolina Hurricanes on Sunday afternoon for stop No. 
4 of their six-game road trip, still looking to give rookie coach Andre 
Tourigny his first NHL victory. 

Capitals: Visit the two-time defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay 
Lightning on Monday night for the start of two-game swing in Florida. 
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Chicago Blackhawks remain winless, allowing 4 1st-period goals in a 6-3 
loss to the Carolina Hurricanes and falling to 0-6-2 

 

By BOB SUTTON ASSOCIATED PRESS |OCT 29, 2021 AT 9:20 PM 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — Antti Raanta made 23 saves and was a winner in his 
Carolina debut as the Hurricanes scored four goals in the first period in a 
6-3 victory over the winless Chicago Blackhawks on Friday night, adding 
to their best start in franchise history. 

Tony DeAngelo, Jordan Staal, Derek Stepan, Jesperi Kotkaniemi, 
Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov scored as Carolina improved to 7-
0-0. 
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Using Raanta instead of Frederik Andersen marked the only lineup 
change for the Hurricanes over their first seven games. Andersen had his 
first shutout with the Hurricanes on Thursday night against the Boston 
Bruins. 

Brandon Hagel, Adam Gaudette and Alex DeBrincat scored for the 
Blackhawks (0-6-2). Kevin Lankinen stopped 29 shots. 

Raanta joined the Hurricanes as a free agent during the offseason. 
Andersen was given the night off as the Hurricanes finished its first set of 
back-to-back games. 

Hockey Hall of Fame says it is considering the Blackhawks’ request to 
remove Brad Aldrich’s name from the Stanley Cup — while the NHL opts 
not to punish Kevin Cheveldayoff » 

DeAngelo and Vincent Trocheck each had two assists. 

The Hurricanes scored four goals on 18 shots in the first period. Each of 
their four lines scored, with 10 players making the scoresheet with either 
a goal or an assist in the first 19 minutes. 

When Hagel and Gaudette scored less than 10½ minutes into the game, 
the Blackhawks matched the total number of first-period goals 
surrendered by Hurricanes in their first six games combined. 

The four-goal first period marked the most goals for the Hurricanes in any 
period this season. They hadn’t posted four goals in the opening period 
of any game in more than two years. 

DeAngelo has scored a goal in the last two games, giving him goals in 
back-to-back games for just the third time in his 213-game NHL career. 

Joel Quenneville resigns as Florida Panthers coach amid Chicago 
Blackhawks scandal » 

In the third period, DeAngelo picked up the team’s first fighting major of 
the season after a scuffle with Reese Johnson. 

The Blackhawks were coming off their best defensive outing in a 3-2 
overtime loss to Toronto on Wednesday night. But they’ve given up at 
least four goals in every other game. They’ve been outscored by a 
combined 13-3 in the second period this season. The Hurricanes had the 
only two second-period goals Friday. 
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Hockey Hall of Fame says it is considering the Chicago Blackhawks’ 
request to remove Brad Aldrich’s name from the Stanley Cup — while the 
NHL opts not to punish Kevin Cheveldayoff 

 

By PHIL THOMPSON CHICAGO TRIBUNE |OCT 29, 2021 AT 2:16 PM 

 

The Chicago Blackhawks have asked the Hockey Hall of Fame to 
remove Brad Aldrich’s name from the Stanley Cup, the team on Friday 
confirmed to the Tribune. 

Blackhawks Chairman Rocky Wirtz made the request in a letter to 
Hockey Hall of Fame Chairman Lanny McDonald. 

In response to the Tribune’s inquiry if the Hockey Hall of Fame would 
honor Wirtz’s request to remove Aldrich’s name, the Hall said in a 
statement: 

“Hockey Hall of Fame Chair, Lanny McDonald, spoke with NHL 
Commissioner Gary Bettman and Deputy Commissioner Bill Daly today 
regarding the request from the Chicago Blackhawks to have Brad 
Aldrich’s name removed from the Stanley Cup. The parties agree that 
this request is appropriate and that they will have further dialogue, 

including with the Stanley Cup trustees, on how best to effectuate this 
request.” 

A spokeswoman for the Hockey Hall of Fame said no name has been 
removed from the Stanley Cup. 

The Cup contains some spelling errors (Black Hawk Pete Palangio 
appears twice on the 1938 Cup, once correctly and again incorrectly as 
“Palagio”), while others have been corrected, such as Blackhawks winger 
Kris Versteeg, who originally was stamped as “Vertseeg” on the 2010 
Cup. 

Aldrich’s name is one of 52 from the 2009-10 Hawks that are stamped on 
the fourth barrel ring of the silver-and-nickel alloy trophy, which stands 
35¼ inches high and weighs 37 pounds. 

Wirtz’s letter was the latest effort by the Blackhawks to rectify the team’s 
actions — or lack thereof — in 2010. An independent report by Chicago 
law firm Jenner & Block gave a scathing review of the team’s handling of 
former player Kyle Beach’s sexual assault allegation against Aldrich, who 
was the video coach at the time. 

He helped the Chicago Blackhawks win the Stanley Cup. But now 2 
lawsuits are bringing scrutiny to a former coach’s behavior around young 
players. » 

The report suggested Hawks management failed to act on Beach’s 
complaint to not distract from the team’s playoff run, which culminated in 
the Hawks winning the first of what would be three championships in a 
six-season span. According to the report, Blackhawks senior 
management met May 23, 2010, to discuss the allegation but took no 
action until after the season. 

Wirtz notes how three generations of Wirtzes — including Arthur M. 
Wirtz, Arthur Jr. and himself — are engraved on various Cups among the 
Hawks’ six championships. 

“Each engraving, whether it is my grandfather’s name, my uncle’s or 
mine, carries a sense of reverence, respect and humility,” Rocky Wirtz 
wrote. “No other trophy of sport compares to the Stanley Cup and what it 
represents: hard work, perseverance, sacrifice, athleticism and 
teamwork. For the Chicago Blackhawks, no words can describe the pride 
in winning the trophy.” 

However, Wirtz pivoted to the findings of the Jenner & Block report 
“commissioned by us to get to the bottom of allegations of serious 
misconduct during the 2009-10 season.” 

“While the behavior of our front-office staff who were alerted to this 
incident was inexplicable and wrong, the behavior of the video coach was 
unforgivable, and led to his removal from the Blackhawks organization,” 
Wirtz wrote. 

Wirtz noted Aldrich’s 2013 misdemeanor conviction for criminal sexual 
conduct with a 16-year-old high school hockey player in Michigan and 
Aldrich’s listing in the sex offender registry. 

Wirtz summed up by writing: “Aldrich’s involvement with the team during 
the 2010 season has cast a pall on the players’ extraordinary work that 
year. The names of some of hockey’s most talented athletes appear on 
the Stanley Cup. But so does the name ‘Brad Aldrich,’ whose role as 
video coach made him eligible for the engraving. His conduct disqualified 
him, however, and it was a mistake to submit his name. We are sorry we 
allowed it to happen.” 

According to Hockey Hall of Fame records, Aldrich took the Cup to his 
hometown, Houghton, Mich., on Sept. 14, 2010, and on Sept. 20 the Cup 
went through a five-day engraving process. 

Aldrich’s name is etched between then-skills coach Paul Vincent and 
Marc Bergevin, who was Hawks director of player personnel. 

Vincent, who now coaches elite prospects in Cape Cod, has been a 
vocal critic of the Hawks and Aldrich and offered himself as a witness for 
Beach’s negligence lawsuit against the team. 
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Asked about the irony of his name appearing next to Aldrich’s, Vincent 
told the Tribune this summer it “just kind of blows your mind. 

“It is what it is,” Vincent said. “It just gets to you after a while because you 
don’t know what to say.” 

Vincent spoke with the Tribune again Friday and said, “You know what, 
his name never should’ve been on it. They knew what he did. 

“I understand winning is important, but it should never take precedence 
over what happened to Kyle. ... If they remove (Aldrich’s name), that’s a 
great thing.” 

Joel Quenneville resigns as Florida Panthers coach amid Chicago 
Blackhawks scandal » 

Bergevin, now general manager of the Montreal Canadiens, said in June 
that he was “not aware” of any allegations concerning Aldrich. He was 
not named in Jenner & Block’s report. 

Joel Quenneville, the Hawks coach for their three Stanley Cups from 
2010-2015, had said he wasn’t aware of the allegations until this 
summer, but he promptly resigned as Florida Panthers coach Thursday 
shortly after meeting with NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman. Quenneville 
was with the Hawks from 2008-09 until his firing in early in the 2018-19 
season. He is the second-winningest coach in NHL history. 

Stan Bowman served his first season as general manager in 2010, and 
he resigned his position as president of hockey operations and GM 
shortly before Rocky Wirtz, son and team CEO Danny Wirtz and Jenner 
& Block lead investigator Reid Schar revealed the review’s findings to the 
public in an online briefing. 

Stan Bowman is out and the Chicago Blackhawks are fined $2M after law 
firm announces findings of its investigation related to 2010 misconduct 
allegations » 

Al MacIsaac, another senior manager from 2010, was ousted as Hawks 
senior vice president of hockey operations this week. 

On the Cup, Bowman and MacIsaac’s names precede Kevin 
Cheveldayoff, the assistant general manager during that 2010 
championship season. 

Cheveldayoff, now the Winnipeg Jets general manager, met with 
Bettman on Friday. 

But the NHL decided not to take any action against Cheveldayoff, saying 
in a statement he was “not responsible for the improper decisions” made 
by the Blackhawks regarding Aldrich. 

“While on some level, it would be easiest to paint everyone with any 
association to this terrible matter with the same broad brush, I believe 
that fundamental fairness requires a more in-depth analysis of the role of 
each person,” Bettman said in a statement. “Kevin Cheveldayoff was not 
a member of the Blackhawks senior leadership team in 2010, and I 
cannot, therefore, assign to him responsibility for the club’s actions, or 
inactions. He provided a full account of his degree of involvement in the 
matter, which was limited exclusively to his attendance at a single 
meeting, and I found him to be extremely forthcoming and credible in our 
discussion.” 

Timeline: The Chicago Blackhawks video coach scandal » 

In his own statement released through the Jets, Cheveldayoff expressed 
“my support of and empathy for Kyle Beach and all he has had to endure 
since 2010. He was incredibly brave coming forward to tell his story. We 
can all use his courage as an inspiration to do a better job of making 
hockey a safer space for anyone who wants to play the game.” 

Cheveldayoff also expressed gratitude for the opportunity to meet 
Bettman in person “and directly share my role in and recollection of 
events while I was assistant GM of the Chicago Blackhawks in 2010.” 

According to the Associated Press, Beach will meet with Bettman and 
NHL Players Association executive director Donald Fehr via separate 
video calls Saturday. 

Fehr apologized Thursday for the NHLPA failing to take action when 
Beach notified the union’s player-assistance program in 2010. 

The Blackhawks still have two pending lawsuits against them — Beach’s 
and another by a former Houghton (Mich.) High School hockey player 
that Aldrich in 2013 pleaded guilty to having criminal sexual contact with 
before registering as a sex offender in Michigan. 

The Wirtzes said they would instruct their legal team to negotiate with 
attorney Susan Loggans, who represents both plaintiffs, on a “fair 
resolution” for Beach early next week. 
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Blackhawks’ on-ice woes continue in blowout loss to Hurricanes 

The Hawks’ season-opening losing streak extended to eight games with 
a 6-3 defeat Friday. 

 

By Ben Pope Oct 29, 2021, 9:32pm CDT 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — The Blackhawks are playing like a hockey team 
without belief. 

They’re still saying all the right things, at least when it comes to their on-
ice performance. But in a 6-3 loss to the Hurricanes on Friday that 
extended the Hawks’ season-opening losing streak, they simply didn’t 
seem confident enough to turn the tide when things started going badly. 

“Eight games in and we don’t have a win — it’s terrible,” Brandon Hagel 
said. “Early on, it’s like, ‘Let’s keep playing the same way. We’re going to 
get out of this. We’re going to get out of this.’ We’re still trying to do that, 
we’re still trying to stay positive... But obviously, the first win is in the 
back of everyone’s mind.” 

After setting a league record by not leading once through their first six 
games, the Hawks have actually shown early jump and scored the first 
goal in each of their last two. 

The undefeated Canes quickly turned the tide, though, scoring five 
unanswered goals in a 14-minute stretch straddling the first intermission. 
And Hawks coach Jeremy Colliton, as has been the case far too often 
this season, seemed out of ideas about how to stop the tsunami. 

“We allowed them to get back into the game too easily,” Colliton said. 
“We’ve got to make them work [harder] for what they get... In the first 
period, you can’t expect to beat a team like that when you’re giving up 
two-on-ones, three-on-twos, getting beat inside at our net.” 

The Hawks remained down four guys, including Patrick Kane, on COVID-
19 protocol. They lost another, Tyler Johnson, to an apparent arm or 
wrist injury that is expected to keep him out of Saturday’s game against 
the Blues, at the least. 

One bright spot was the debut of defenseman Isaak Phillips, who 
became the first alumnus of Team Jamaica to play in the NHL. 
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Kevin Cheveldayoff won’t be fired, disciplined by NHL for involvement in 
Blackhawks scandal 
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Cheveldayoff, formerly the Hawks’ assistant general manager and now 
the Jets GM, was determined to be only an “observer” in a May 2010 
meeting. 

 

By Ben Pope Oct 29, 2021, 1:52pm CDT 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — It appears former Blackhawks executive Kevin 
Cheveldayoff will remain general manager of the Jets moving forward 
despite his slight involvement in the Hawks’ sexual assault cover-up. 

Cheveldayoff was a Hawks assistant GM and the lowest-ranking front-
office member present at the May 2010 meeting where then-president 
John McDonough, then-GM Stan Bowman and then-coach Joel 
Quenneville, among others, decided not to take immediate action 
regarding then-video coach Brad Aldrich’s alleged assault of then-player 
Kyle Beach, an investigation found. 

NHL commissioner Gary Bettman, one day after meeting with 
Quenneville and forcing him out of his Panthers coaching position, met 
Friday with Cheveldayoff and cleared him of any league discipline. 

“While on some level, it would be easiest to paint everyone with any 
association to this terrible matter with the same broad brush, I believe 
that fundamental fairness requires a more in-depth analysis of the role of 
each person,” Bettman said in a statement. “Kevin Cheveldayoff was not 
a member of the Blackhawks senior leadership team in 2010, and I 
cannot, therefore, assign to him responsibility for the club’s actions, or 
inactions.” 

The NHL determined Cheveldayoff was “essentially an observer” in the 
meeting and left it “believing that the matter was going to be 
investigated.” His AGM role “not only left him without authority” to make a 
decision on Aldrich but also without a way to access “sufficient 
information...whether or not the matter was being adequately addressed.” 

Cheveldayoff, the Jets’ GM since 2011, will apparently be the only 
person present at the aforementioned meeting allowed to keep working 
in the NHL. 
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Blackhawks formally request for Brad Aldrich’s name to be removed from 
Stanley Cup 

Hawks chairman Rocky Wirtz sent a letter Thursday asking the Hockey 
Hall of Fame to consider “x-ing” out Aldrich’s name on the famous trophy. 

 

By Satchel Price Oct 29, 2021, 9:44am CDT 

 

Two days after the release of an independent investigation into the 
Blackhawks’ handling of 2010 sexual assault allegations against former 
coach Bradley Aldrich, the team sent a letter Thursday to the Hockey Hall 
of Fame formally requesting the removal of Aldrich’s name from the 
Stanley Cup, ESPN reports. 

“The names of some of hockey’s most talented athletes appear on the 
Stanley Cup. But so does the name ‘Brad Aldrich,’ whose role as video 
coach made him eligible for the engraving. His conduct disqualified him, 
however, and it was a mistake to submit his name,” team chairman 
Rocky Wirtz wrote in a letter to Lanny McDonald, the head of the Hockey 
Hall of Fame. 

McDonald reached out to NHL commissioner Gary Bettman and deputy 
commissioner Bill Daly about the request and quickly responded 
affirmatively in a Hockey Hall of Fame statement. 

“The parties agree this request is appropriate and will have further 
dialogue, including with Cup trustees, on how best to effectuate this 
request,” McDonald said. 

The request to “X out” Aldrich’s name on the Stanley Cup comes as the 
latest development in the aftermath of the investigative report unveiled by 
law firm Jenner & Block earlier this week, which led to top executives 
Stan Bowman and Al MacIsaac leaving the organization. 

The Hawks’ head coach at the time, Joel Quenneville, was also 
implicated in the report and a subsequent interview given by former 
player Kyle Beach, who revealed himself as one of Aldrich’s victims. 
Quenneville resigned from his post as the Panthers’ head coach 
Thursday night. 

There is precedent for the removal of a name from the Stanley Cup, 
which Wirtz pointed out in his letter to the Hall of Fame. In 1984, one of 
the Oilers owners at the time put the name of his father, Basil 
Pockington, on the Cup even though the man had no connections to the 
NHL team. After the league discovered this, it ordered the removal of the 
name, which is now covered by a series of “X” marks. 

Wirtz requests the same treatment on the Cup for Aldrich: “I am humbly 
requesting that the Hockey Hall of Fame consider ‘x-ing’ out his name on 
the Stanley Cup. While nothing can undo what he did, leaving his name 
on the most prestigious trophy in sports seems profoundly wrong.” 

Read the full letter from Wirtz to the Hall of Fame below. 

Here is a copy of the letter Rocky Wirtz sent to the Hall of Fame. 

"Names have been engraved and then for years. Taking a stand on the 
unforgivable behavior of Aldrich should include erasing his name from 
the Cup." pic.twitter.com/cpTtvaUmun 

— Emily Kaplan (@emilymkaplan) October 29, 2021 
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'How do we trust this organization moving forward?' Hawks fans struggle 
with how to feel about team 

 

John Dietz 

 

Joanne Schmitt-Berg has been a die-hard Blackhawks fan her entire life. 

She recalls skating on a frozen pond in Burnham, Illinois, with her eight 
older siblings. She's been to countless games, including every outdoor 
event the Hawks have played in. 

She was first in line to pay her respects at Stan Mikita's public memorial 
at the United Center on August 12, 2018, five days after the legend's 
passing. 

Eight years ago, Schmitt-Berg created a "Blackhawks Cold Steel on Ice" 
Facebook page that began with 72 members and has since ballooned to 
nearly 10,000. 

Decades of love ended this year, however, when Kyle Beach brought a 
lawsuit against the Hawks alleging sexual assault by then-video coach 
Brad Aldrich. 

Schmitt-Berg, a victim of a sexual assault herself 40 years ago, hasn't 
watch a game this season. She can't wear any clothing with a Hawks 
logo on it. 
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And she was seriously considering shutting down the Facebook page, 
until deciding Wednesday to keep it open so it can be used, in part, to 
help with sexual abuse education. 

"I'm wondering how do I go forward supporting this team when there's 
been many lies told for so many years," said the 57-year-old Schmitt-
Berg, who now lives in Skokie. "How do we trust this organization moving 
forward? 

"I'm not sure that I can at this juncture." 

Others are fleeing as well, especially in the wake of a report by Jenner & 
Block that detailed how much senior management knew about the 
assault on Beach shortly after it occurred. 

A mother emailed me Thursday morning, attaching a court document 
about her son being abused in eighth and ninth grade in Minnesota. 

A buddy of mine, also abused decades ago, sent pictures of all his 
Hawks gear in July. He turned a shirt into a dust rag and donated the rest 
to Goodwill. 

"My own team should have known better," he texted. "I'm crushed today. 
Just crushed." 

Some fans may never return. Some, perhaps, will in time. 

But how will the Hawks win them back? 

Because it certainly won't be easy. 

A message from Danny Wirtz: 

The Hawks took some good steps by making GM Stan Bowman and vice 
president of hockey operations Al MacIsaac step down. They also put out 
a few statements, one of which apologized to Beach and spoke of 
"improvements within the organization." 

It's not nearly enough. 

Danny Wirtz needs to come out with a heartfelt video message to the fan 
base. Play it just before the national anthem at the next two home games 
Monday and Wednesday. Televise it during the pregame shows. And put 
it on locally on ABC, NBC, CBS and Fox. 

Make a few different versions, too, so the message stays fresh. 

Hire Olcyzk: 

The Hawks need a trustworthy face running the team's hockey 
operations. Someone who bleeds black and red. Someone who has deep 
ties to the franchise. 

The solution is so simple and right in front of them -- Eddie Olczyk. He 
could become the president of hockey operations or the general 
manager, but there's little doubt Olczyk -- drafted by the Hawks third 
overall in 1984 -- would jump at the chance. 

The challenge in front of him would be immense, both on and off the ice. 
But Olczyk knows his stuff. Surround him with experienced managers, a 
salary cap expert, analytics experts and a robust scouting staff, and it's a 
strong possibility the Hawks would rise once again. 

Dig deeper: 

The Hawks should take a proactive stance in reaching out to see if 
anyone else felt threatened, was threatened or was assaulted over the 
past 10-plus years. They shouldn't be so naive to believe that Brad 
Aldrich was the only problem. Interview former players, trainers, interns, 
security guards, secretaries, etc. 

Once a culture like this develops, it's possible other abusers will act, 
knowing there will be no consequences. 

Volunteer and donate: 

COVID protocols will make it difficult at first, but over time Hawks players 
and management should volunteer at a sexual abuse crisis center. Big 

donations should be made as well -- and not just by the team, but by all 
of the players. 

Finally, as suggested by a fan on Facebook, have Jonathan Toews and 
others film Public Service Announcements on how to get help. 

Settle with Beach: 

Reach out to Kyle Beach and offer him a much larger settlement than 
what he is asking for in the lawsuit against the Hawks. Do not let this go 
to court. 

Down the road see if Beach would be open to being honored at a game. 
He may politely decline, but done correctly this could be an incredible 
moment for him. 

Sell the team? 

Some fans believe Rocky Wirtz should sell the team. This would allow 
new owners to come in and give the franchise a fresh start. 

How fans feel now: 

Less than a week has passed since the Jenner & Block report came out, 
so emotions are understandably raw right now. Still, less than 5% of 650-
plus respondents in my Twitter poll said they were "completely done" with 
the Hawks. 

That's a good sign for the team, but 20% said they are taking a long 
break and 39% are waiting to see how the Hawks respond in the coming 
days, weeks and months. 

"I'm embarrassed to be a Blackhawk fan right now," Ellen Ruth, a fan 
since the early 1980s, said in a Facebook post on Blackhawks Cold Steel 
on Ice. "We all deserve to hear apologies and remorse for everything that 
has happened. This dark cloud has put a stain on our three 
championships now. ... 

"We were proud of our team and everyone who got us there. Now it's all 
like a big lie. The devotion and love I had for my team, now feels like total 
betrayal. It's like finding out your favorite uncle is a con man with a 
double life. 

"We are a very wounded team that will take years to recover from this. 
I'm sick!" 

The road to healing starts and ends with the Hawks. 

We'll see if they're up to the task. 

What to do? 

John Dietz ran a poll on Twitter to see how likely fans are to stick with the 
Blackhawks. Here are the results of the 619 respondents: 

Answer Pct. 

Completley done 4.8% 

Completely in 35.5% 

Taking a long break 20% 
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Hawks request Aldrich's name be removed from Stanley Cup 

 

BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS 

 

HAWKS INSIDER 
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The Blackhawks have requested that Brad Aldrich's name be removed 
from the Stanley Cup. The news was first reported by ESPN's Emily 
Kaplan. 

Kyle Beach, a former Chicago first-round pick (No. 11 overall) in 2008 
who recently came forward as John Doe in the lawsuit against the 
Blackhawks, alleged that former video coach Brad Aldrich sexually 
assaulted him during the 2010 Stanley Cup Playoffs. The findings of the 
independent investigation were released publicly on Tuesday. 

Blackhawks owner Rocky Wirtz sent a letter to Hockey Hall of Fame 
chairman Lanny McDonald, asking for Aldrich's name to be stamped 
over. Here's the full letter: 

"Dear McDonald, 

As you know, the Chicago Blackhawks organization and the names of 
our players proudly are displayed on Lord Stanley's Cup for the years 
1934, 1938, 1961, 2010, 2013 and 2015. The names Arthur M. Wirtz, 
Arthur M. Wirtz, Jr. and my name are engraved representing three 
generations of our family. Each engraving, whether it is my grandfather's 
name, my uncle's or mine, carries a sense of reverence, respect and 
humility. No other trophy of sport compares to the Stanley Cup and what 
it represents: hard work, perseverance, sacrifice, athleticism and 
teamwork. For the Chicago Blackhawks, no words can describe the pride 
in winning the trophy. Ask any player. Ask any owner. 

And as you know, the Chicago Blackhawks recently announced the 
findings of an independent investigation by a former federal prosecutor, 
commissioned by us to get to the bottom of allegations of serious 
misconduct during the 2009-10 season. That season resulted in us 
hoisting the Stanley Cup for the first time in 49 years. 

The investigation revealed that the team's video coach had a sexual 
encounter with a player during the 2010 season. While the behavior of 
our front office staff who were alerted to this incident was inexplicable 
and wrong, the behavior of the video coach was unforgivable, and led to 
his removal from the Blackhawks organization. 

Three years later in 2013, that video coach, Brad Aldrich, was convicted 
in Michigan of 4th degree criminal sexual conduct involving a 16-year-old 
minor. He was sentenced to nine months in jail and is currently listed on 
Michigan's sex offender registry. 

Aldrich's involvement with the team during the 2010 season has cast a 
pall on the players' extraordinary work that year. The names of some of 
hockey's most talented athletes appear on the Stanley Cup. But so does 
the name "Brad Aldrich" whose role as video coach made him eligible for 
the engraving. His conduct disqualified him, however, and it was a 
mistake to submit his name. We are sorry we allowed it to happen. 

I am humbly requesting that the Hockey Hall of Fame consider "x'ing" out 
his name on the Stanley Cup. While nothing can undo what he did, 
leaving his name on the most prestigious trophy in sports seems 
profoundly wrong. 

Taking this step comes with precedent. The name "Basil Pocklington" is 
stamped over on the 1983-84 Stanley Cup. The owner of the Oilers, as 
you are aware, put his father's name onto the trophy list, even though his 
father had nothing to do with the team or its victory. The NHL demanded 
the name by notably X'ed out. That decision, among others, reflects the 
Cup's storied history of engraving mistakes, misspellings and errors that 
have ended up enshrined in silver, or been corrected after the fact. 

The Stanley Cup is an evolving piece of art. It always has been. Names 
have been engraved and then changed for years. Taking a stand on the 
unforgivable behavior of Aldrich should include erasing his name from 
the Cup. The NHL screens and takes seriously, as it should, the eligibility 
of players seeking the distinct honor of being included. 

Out of respect to each and every player who sacrificed to earn their place 
in history and on the Stanley Cup, our request is based on principle and 
our moral belief that a convicted sex offender does not belong on the 

Stanley Cup. Thank you for your consideration in this request. I look 
forward to discussing it at your earliest convenience." 
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One change won’t fix the Blackhawks, but they have to do something: 5 
observations from an 8th straight loss 

 

By Mark Lazerus Oct 30, 2021  

  

It feels a little strange for me to be writing about hockey after the 
momentous events of the past few days. It probably feels a little strange 
for you to be reading about hockey, too. But let’s dip our toes back in the 
waters together and see how it feels, eh? Some observations off Friday 
night’s 6-3 loss in Carolina. 

1. I genuinely like Jeremy Colliton. Speaking to him away from the stilted 
world of press scrums, he’s a very bright, very confident, very compelling 
guy. He brings a modern sensibility and style to managing the dressing 
room. His players like him. Historically, they’ve played hard for him. As 
for his much-derided system? Well, it works pretty darn well in Tampa 
Bay. 

But it’s not working in Chicago. Nothing is. Handed by far the best roster 
(on paper, at least) Colliton’s had in four seasons, the Blackhawks are 0-
6-2, second-to-last in the league. They are awful defensively and limited 
offensively. (And putting Mike Hardman, MacKenzie Entwistle, Ryan 
Carpenter and Reese Johnson in the lineup over a playmaker like Dylan 
Strome when Patrick Kane is in COVID-19 protocol is a choice, people.) 

Perhaps most damning of all, the Blackhawks are mentally weak, prone 
to completely giving up when they fall behind. Did you see the penalty kill 
early in the second period when Sebastian Aho scored Carolina’s fifth 
goal? The Blackhawks looked like they were barely trying, half-heartedly 
swinging their sticks around instead of the aggressive attacking that had 
made the PK one of the only bright spots on the young season. That fight 
that Colliton’s teams showed over the past three years? It’s nowhere to 
be found this season. 

I can’t tell you Colliton’s the problem. He’s certainly not the only problem. 
But this is the NHL, and it’s always the coach who takes the first fall. But 
it’s not that simple, is it? Nothing is these days, not four days out from 
one of the most significant and darkest days in franchise history. 

Does interim general manager Kyle Davidson even have the authority to 
fire Colliton? Would assistant coach Marc Crawford be his only option as 
a replacement, and only with an interim tag himself? Surely, any new GM 
or president of hockey operations who comes in is going to want to hire 
his own coach. And from what multiple sources have told me, the 
Blackhawks are taking their time in that GM search, wanting to make 
sure they get this one right, with plenty of input from the league given 
relative newcomer Danny Wirtz’s lack of connections in the hockey world. 

There’s no easy solution here. No quick fix. The Blackhawks are in total 
disarray, on and off the ice. And while the hockey is utterly insignificant 
compared with the real-world issues we’ve been discussing all week — 
and will continue to discuss for weeks and months and years to come — 
this is still a hockey club. That’s still the primary business. 

And business is bad. A change behind the bench might help, might not. 
But it certainly won’t be the only change needed. 

2. Here’s Colliton’s full comment when asked about Joel Quenneville’s 
resignation Thursday night. He’s been put in the uncomfortable position 
of being the team spokesperson this week — he was playing in Sweden 
in 2010 and largely owes his career to Stan Bowman, so it’s not an 
enviable spot to be in — but this statement hits all the right notes and 
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underscores those aforementioned positive attributes that the 
Blackhawks, and the sport, need. 

“It’s not really my place to comment on Q,” he said. “What I’ve been 
thinking about is obviously the victims, Kyle (Beach), in particular, and his 
courage coming forward and what he’s been through. As far as my own 
situation, those of us in leadership positions, we’ve got to do a better job 
of taking responsibility to the people we’re serving and creating an 
environment where they feel like they can come to us with things and that 
they know we’ve got their best interest at heart. To me, that’s what we’ve 
got to do, that’s what we’ve got to learn. And we’ve got to deliver.” 

3. Other than Jonathan Toews — who had his first real vintage Toews 
moment in the first period when he muscled the puck around the net to 
set up Brandon Hagel for the opening goal — nobody in a Blackhawks 
uniform Friday was on the team in 2010. 

But they’re all human. There’s simply no way the turmoil surrounding the 
team isn’t affecting the players on the ice. You have to think everybody 
even remotely affiliated with the team — from players to staff to fans to 
reporters — is mentally fried and emotionally raw after the past few days. 
Hockey seems so unimportant by comparison. 

But it is their job. And they’re trying. 

“The focus is on us as a team winning hockey games and trying to figure 
out ways to turn the season around,” Seth Jones said before the game. 
“Away from hockey, there’s some stuff going on, as well. But I think we 
have to stay focused on moving forward and stay focused on how we can 
become better and get some more points on the board to keep 
competing and keep growing as a team.” 

4. A few quick notes: Tyler Johnson left the game in pain after getting 
cross-checked by Vincent Trocheck during a Blackhawks power play. He 
did not return. Kevin Lankinen gave up six goals on the first 22 shots he 
faced, but he had to wear it because Marc-Andre Fleury will play 
Saturday night in St. Louis. The Blackhawks got a whopping eight power 
plays as the game got awfully chippy in the third period, as blowouts 
often do. They scored on two of them, with Adam Gaudette and Alex 
DeBrincat each burying one. Old friend Antti Raanta — a very talented 
goalie whose career has repeatedly been derailed by injuries — made 
his Carolina debut, stopping 23 shots for the victory. 

5. Even amid one of the worst months in franchise history, it’s a big deal 
when a player makes his NHL debut. Defenseman Isaak Phillips, less 
than a month removed from his 20th birthday, played his first game 
Friday. The 2020 fifth-round pick rocketed up the organizational depth 
chart and had a strong camp, and with Caleb Jones and Wyatt Kalynuk 
still not close to returning from injury and Riley Stillman in COVID-19 
protocol, Phillips got the call. He’s just the 13th player from the 2020 NHL 
Draft to make the NHL and just the second who wasn’t a first-rounder. 

Which meant he got to make the call every hockey player — and every 
hockey parent — dreams of. 

“The first person I called was my mom,” he said. “And then I asked where 
she was and if she was with my dad. And then I conference-called my 
dad in and I asked them if they were working and I said, ‘You’re going to 
have to book a flight down to Carolina.’ They were obviously really happy 
and they were like, ‘What’s going on, this is crazy.’ It was really an 
eventful day yesterday, but really happy.” 

Unfortunately, it wasn’t the debut he dreamed of. Paired with Erik 
Gustafsson on the third pairing, Phillips took a holding penalty early in 
the second period that led to Aho’s goal and a 5-2 deficit. And thanks to 
Jones double-shifting and all the penalties — Phillips wasn’t on the PK or 
the power play — he played only 5:30 through two periods before getting 
more than that in the third period alone. 

But an NHL debut is an NHL debut, and you take your bright spots 
wherever you can get them. 

The Athletic LOADED: 10.30.2021 
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Lazerus: The Blackhawks’ unforgivable sin leaves their fans facing a 
difficult choice 

 

By Mark Lazerus Oct 29, 2021 

 

So, what now? 

No, not “what do the Blackhawks do now?” That’s another story, a long 
and complicated story, one we’ll be writing about quite a bit in the coming 
days, weeks, months, probably years. 

No, the question here is: What do you do now? 

Now that you know the truth, or as much of it as you’re likely to get. Now 
that you’ve read the stomach-churning Jenner & Block report. Now that 
you’ve heard Kyle Beach’s gut-wrenching story in his own words. Now 
that you know personally the agony Beach felt as he dealt with a sexual 
assault, with his career being threatened, with watching Brad Aldrich 
celebrate with the Stanley Cup in his presence, with watching helplessly 
as his team abandoned him in his most dire hour. 

Now that you know the team that brought you so much joy was led by 
craven men who valued winning over the safety of their own employees. 
Now that you know the head coach so beloved by an entire city was 
more concerned with “team chemistry” than doing the right thing, 
reportedly even angered by the very idea of doing the right thing. Now 
that you know about the lives permanently altered by an abject moral 
failure of the organization you adored, whose crest you’ve so proudly 
worn, whose parades and rallies you gleefully attended, whose coffers 
you’ve filled for years and years and years. 

What now? 

Can you separate the leadership from the players, the on-ice 
accomplishment from the off-ice failings? Sure, maybe. 

But then can you believe the players — Jonathan Toews, Patrick Kane 
and Duncan Keith, three of the greatest and most beloved Blackhawks of 
all, among them — who say they didn’t know about the allegations 
against Aldrich during the 2010 Stanley Cup run, who say they never 
heard a homophobic taunt on or off the ice directed at Beach? Maybe. 
Though even Andrew Ladd acknowledged that it’s “within reason to think 
all the players may have known” when he told Craig Morgan of PHNX 
Sports that he, too, never heard anything. 

Or can you simply remove morality from the equation altogether, shrug 
and say, hey, it’s sports, not government or charity or organized religion, 
and move on with your fandom intact and your memories uncolored? 
There are doubtless legions who can and will do just that. Some 18,616 
people showed up to the United Center on Wednesday and had a grand 
old time. There was a strange, nervous energy in the hour leading up to 
the game, but once the puck dropped, it was just another night at the rink 
for so many, with no public acknowledgment of the franchise-altering 
events from a day earlier. 

Sports is an escape for some, after all. A place to get away from a 
messy, often-upsetting real world. 

But not everybody can do that. I’m guessing most of you cannot. 

Trying, and struggling, to square your sports fandom with your own moral 
compass is sadly nothing new these days. As abusers of all manner and 
a variety of credibly accused players score touchdowns and pitch ninth 
innings and log important minutes, the once-unbridled joy of winning 
seems to be dampened more and more. It’s not even a new 
phenomenon in Chicago. Did it bother you that Aroldis Chapman — who 
was accused a year earlier by his girlfriend of choking her and firing eight 
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gunshots in her presence — pitched in the game in which the Cubs 
finally won the World Series? Did it cast a hard-to-measure pall over the 
moment for which you had been waiting your whole sporting life? 

It did for some. It didn’t for others. Each fan gets to decide that for 
themselves. 

I’ve been asked a lot over the last couple of days what surprised me in 
the Jenner & Block report. The answer is nothing, other than the fact that 
Joel Quenneville was in that fateful May 23 meeting in which the 
Blackhawks brass decided to sit on Beach’s allegations until after the 
playoffs, because the chance to win Chicago’s first Stanley Cup in 49 
years was simply more important. 

I wasn’t surprised by any of the gruesome, infuriating details of the 
report, mostly because our reporting already had revealed much of it, but 
also because we all lived through the Jerry Sandusky case at Penn 
State, the Larry Nassar case with the U.S. Olympic women’s gymnastics 
team, the Ohio State wrestling program, and so many others. Criminally 
predatory behavior has permeated all aspects of society, sports very 
much included. It’s important to not let yourself become numb to it, but 
until it happens in your backyard, on your team, maybe you do. 

I wouldn’t blame a single person who turns their back on the Blackhawks 
forever. It would be a fair and reasonable response to a sickening, 
unforgivable, coordinated act of callousness that forever altered the lives 
of Beach, of a high-school student in Houghton, Mich., of an untold 
number of people. We’ll never know for sure how many people could 
have been protected had the Blackhawks reported Aldrich’s behavior to 
the proper authorities. It’s painful to even consider the ripple effects. 

But John McDonough isn’t the Chicago Blackhawks. Neither is Stan 
Bowman or Al MacIsaac or Joel Quenneville or Kevin Cheveldayoff. And 
they’re all gone now, excised like so many cancerous cells. The only 
remnants of the 2010 team are Toews and Kane — who have some work 
to do to earn back the trust and love of the fans who’ve adored them for 
so long, given their well-meaning but tone-deaf support of Bowman — 
and Rocky Wirtz, whom Jenner & Block cleared of any knowledge of 
Aldrich’s predatory behavior. 

And there’s reason for hope. There are things to cling to if you’re a 
Blackhawks fan who desperately wants to feel good about being a 
Blackhawks fan again. 

There’s Alex DeBrincat — 12 years old when this all went down — sitting 
in front of reporters and saying, yeah, getting rid of Bowman was the right 
move, the only move. It might not seem like much, but in the world of 
hockey, it was a bold and laudable thing to say. That’s a leader. 

There’s Connor Murphy, like DeBrincat an alternate captain and part of 
the next generation of Blackhawks leadership, immediately offering his 
sympathy to Aldrich’s victim, a very human — and three days into this, 
sadly unusual — reaction, putting himself in the shoes of the hurt rather 
than trying to defend those who hurt him. 

There’s Danny Wirtz, the CEO of the Blackhawks who wasn’t affiliated 
with the hockey side of the family business until last year, formally and 
directly apologizing for the team’s failures, and pledging to ensure it 
never happens again. And I think — hope — you can believe him. From 
more diversity and inclusion in the hiring process to becoming one of the 
first teams to make a land acknowledgement before every game last 
season to positive cultural initiatives throughout the organization, Wirtz 
and president of business operations Jaime Faulkner have been saying 
and doing the right things. And Jeremy Colliton might be fighting for his 
job, but by all accounts he has fostered a positive locker-room 
environment of open communication in which players can come to him 
and his assistants if they have concerns, on or off the ice. 

There’s a generational divide that DeBrincat’s and Murphy’s comments 
underscored. The game is changing, and the archaic “we over me” 
mindset that has dominated hockey forever is finally crumbling. As with 
DeBrincat and Murphy, Wirtz, Faulkner and Colliton aren’t really of that 
old-school hockey world. They see things through a more modern lens. 

They see the institutional problems of the game, the team and the 
league, and they’re working to make it better. And from the continued 
relationship with Bobby Hull to the Indian-head logo to creating a more 
welcoming environment for women and fans of color, there’s certainly 
work to do. 

Maybe I’m being naive. Maybe I’m just grasping desperately in the dark, 
looking for something to hold on to as a reason to keep loving this sport 
that has let all of us down time and again. The person Wirtz and Faulkner 
choose to lead the hockey-operations department in the future will tell us 
a lot about what their priorities truly are. Is it just winning? Is it just deftly 
maneuvering underneath the salary cap? Or is it something more? 
Something bigger than a signing, a game, a championship? I hope it’s 
the latter. It needs to be the latter. 

The rot is gone. Far, far too late, but it’s gone. That’s a start. Now begins 
a long, arduous journey back to credibility, to respectability, for the 
Blackhawks. It’ll take years, and the progress won’t always be linear. 
There’ll be missteps and mistakes along the way. But I believe they’ll get 
there eventually. 

That said, it’s up to each individual fan — up to you, and only you — to 
decide if they’ll still be here when they do. 
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As ‘whirlwind’ continues, Panthers turn to assistant Andrew Brunette after 
Quenneville resigns 

 

BY DAVID WILSON AND JORDAN MCPHERSON 

UPDATED OCTOBER 29, 2021 9:36 PM 

 

The Florida Panthers, unbeaten and off to the best start in franchise 
history, took the ice Friday against the Detroit Red Wings with 
complicated feelings. 

The Panthers won their seventh straight game Wednesday with Joel 
Quenneville on the bench, mere hours after former Chicago Blackhawk 
Kyle Beach claimed “there’s no way” Quenneville wouldn’t have known 
about his 2010 sexual assault allegation against a then-Blackhawks 
video coach. They flew to Michigan on Thursday without Quenneville, 
who went to New York to met with commissioner Gary Bettman to 
discuss his role in Chicago’s mishandling of Beach’s allegation. By the 
end of the day, Quenneville had resigned with assistant coach Andrew 
Brunette taking over on an interim basis. 

“It’s been a crazy few days,” said star defenseman Aaron Ekblad, visibly 
sorting through some complicated feelings about the whole situation. 

Florida, of course, had come to love Quenneville, who guided the 
Panthers to the best regular season in franchise history and had them 
looking like a possible Stanley Cup favorite in the first two weeks of this 
season. The recent revelations, and particularly the extensive interview 
Beach gave to The Sports Network’s SportsCentre, had Ekblad unsure 
about how he now feels about the coach’s increasingly complicated 
legacy. 

“I’m not sure of my feelings right now,” Ekblad said. “I’m just trying to 
gather them, and take care of what I have to take care of mentally to 
learn and grow from this situation, but I’m just not sure about my 
feelings.” 

Brunette, 48, led Florida for the first time Friday and led the Panthers to 
their first win with a 3-2 overtime victory against the Red Wings at Little 
Caesars Arena in Detroit. Captain Aleksander Barkov scored two goals, 
including the game-winner in overtime. 
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The Panthers are the fifth franchise and seventh team in NHL history to 
begin a season with eight consecutive victories and first since the 2015-
16 Montreal Canadiens. 

Not a bad start for an interim coach who will face the pressure of 
managing the best team in the NHL while also managing a “distraught” 
locker room, as Ekblad put it. 

“We’re going through this as a team,” winger Jonathan Huberdeau said, 
“and [Brunette] is going to be there to help us.” 

Brunette has been on the Panthers’ coaching staff since the 2019-2020 
season, Quenneville’s first in South Florida. Prior to that, he spent seven 
seasons working with the Minnesota Wild in various capacities, including 
assistant coach, assistant general manager, director of player personnel 
and special assistant to the general manager. 

As a player, he appeared in 1,109 NHL games over 16 seasons for the 
Wild, Washington Capitals, Nashville Predators, Atlanta Thrashers, 
Colorado Avalanche and Blackhawks. He played under Quenneville for 
three years, including his lone with the Blackhawks in 2011-2012. 
Brunette and Beach were training camp teammates that year. 

“I’m just trying to process. It’s been a whirlwind,” Brunette said after 
coaching the Panthers in their morning skate Friday. “I wish I could give a 
better answer. I can’t explain. Again, I understand the bigger issue here 
right now is Kyle. We don’t need this in hockey or anywhere.” 

Brunette said his role as interim coach is “day to day” and he hasn’t 
gotten assurances about whether he’ll have the job for the remainder of 
the season. 

“We’re just trying to keep things the same,” Ekblad said. “Obviously 
we’ve won seven straight. We want to make it eight, so doing something 
different now would not make sense.” 

Quenneville’s resignation Thursday came hours after his meeting with 
Bettman, which was also attended by general manager Bill Zito and 
president Matthew Caldwell. Quenneville previously denied knowledge of 
the allegation, which took place during the 2010 Stanley Cup playoffs, 
but a report published Tuesday by Chicago law firm Jenner & Block, as 
well as assertions made by Beach in his TSN interview Wednesday, 
contradicted the coach. 

“It should go without saying that the conduct described in that report is 
troubling and inexcusable,” Caldwell said in a statement Thursday. “It 
stands in direct contrast to our values as an organization and what the 
Florida Panthers stand for. No one should ever have to endure what Kyle 
Beach experienced during, and long after, his time in Chicago. Quite 
simply, he was failed. We praise his bravery and courage in coming 
forward.” 

Said Ekblad: “We’re all humans here. There’s things more important than 
hockey. In this situation, there’s things more important than hockey.” 
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Barkov scores in OT to keep Panthers perfect through eight games as 
Brunette wins coaching debut 

 

By STEVE KORNACKI 

ASSOCIATED PRESS | 

OCT 29, 2021 AT 10:03 PM 

 

Aleksander Barkov scored in overtime and the Florida Panthers — 
playing a day after coach Joe Quenneville resigned amid a sex scandal 

— beat Detroit 3-2 on Friday to run their season-opening winning streak 
to eight. 

Quenneville, the second-winningest coach in NHL history, resigned 
Thursday, two days after being among those implicated for not 
responding swiftly to allegations by former Chicago player Kyle Beach of 
being sexually assaulted by then-Blackhawks assistant Brad Aldrich 
during the 2010 Stanley Cup playoffs. 

Andrew Brunette, an assistant under Quenneville, directed the Panthers 
as interim coach. This is the seventh season of the Panthers’ 28 (25%) in 
franchise history where at least two coaches have had the reins. 

“It was a very emotional night,” Brunette said. “I’m really proud of the way 
they fought back to win after a really tough few days. To be honest, I’m 
more happy for them. It has been a great night.” 

Florida defenseman MacKenzie Weegar said: “That’s very special. This 
was a big one for us tonight. It’s been a tough 24 hours for us, and the 
coaching staff really stepped up. For 60 minutes, Detroit came at us 
really hard, and they made it tough. We really had to work.” 

Barkov scored twice, Eetu Luostarinen had a goal and Sergei Bobrovsky 
made 28 saves to help the Panthers move within two of the NHL record 
for consecutive victories to start a season set by Toronto in 1993-94 and 
matched by Buffalo in 2006-07. 

Sam Gagner and Pius Suter scored for Detroit, with Suter tying it with 
3:41 left in regulation with his first goal of the season. 

Detroit was sparked by a flurry of blocked shots and saves by goalie Alex 
Nedeljkovic with about six minutes remaining in the third period. 

“The crowd was awesome,” Nedeljkovic said. “The guys were sacrificing 
bodies. There were three blocks. The crowd feeds off it, and we feed off 
the crowd.” 

Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill said: “It’s a little bit telling of our team — 
the sacrifice you see on that shift. As you could tell from the crowd, that 
was pretty awesome. Ultimately, we want to be a team that sacrifices 
more than the other.” 

Blashill credited the entire coaching staff for that mentality, but added, 
“Starting at the top with (captain) Dylan Larkin. He wants to win.” 

Luostarinen and Barkov gave Florida a 2-0 lead in the first period. 
Luostarinen redirected a shot through goalie Alex Nedeljkovic’s legs at 
8:43, and Barkov banged the puck under Nedeljkovic’s right pad with 
1:11 to go. 

Gagner pulled Detroit within one on a redirection at 2:15 of the second 
period. The Red Wings dropped to 4-3-1. 

“They are a very tough team to play, and you see the talent they have 
coming through their system,” Brunette said. “If they continue in this vein, 
they are going to be a problem for us.” 

UP NEXT 

Panthers: At Boston on Saturday night. 

Red Wings: At Toronto on Saturday night. 
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Panthers entrust team to Andrew Brunette after Quenneville 
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Andrew Brunette has a chance to be an NHL head coach now, taking 
over a Florida Panthers team that is off to the best start in franchise 
history. 

It should be a happy time. It is not. 

Brunette debuted as the replacement for Joel Quenneville as Florida’s 
coach on Friday, leading the Panthers to a 3-2 overtime win in Detroit as 
the team extended its perfect start to 8-0-0 — by far the best in team 
history. 

“It’s been a tough 48 hours for us,” Panthers defenseman MacKenzie 
Weegar said. 

A tough few days for hockey, too, for obvious reasons. 

[Popular in Sports] Winderman’s view: Butler, Bam step up at closing 
time for Heat, plus other thoughts on Heat-Hornets » 

Before the game, Brunette made clear that the Panthers’ on-ice matters 
are dwarfed by the bigger issue of the sexual assaults reported by former 
Chicago Blackhawks player Kyle Beach in 2010 and subsequent cover-
up that has engulfed the sport after details came out in recent days. 

“It’s a real sad day for hockey, with Kyle Beach and everything he’s gone 
through,” Brunette said. “You feel for him and what he’s had to deal with. 
It’s a sad day for our organization, it’s a sad day for our players, it’s a sad 
day for the game of hockey.” 

Quenneville resigned Thursday, two days after the second-winningest 
coach in NHL history was among those implicated for not swiftly 
responding to Beach’s allegations of being sexually assaulted by another 
coach during the 2010 Stanley Cup playoffs. 

Quenneville was Chicago’s coach when Beach said he was assaulted by 
video coach Brad Aldrich. A report into what the Blackhawks did and 
didn’t do at the time — the inference was the team ignored Beach and 
prioritized its run to the Cup instead — was released this week, and 
Quenneville’s job was in immediate jeopardy when it came out. 

Brunette was picked as the interim coach shortly after Quenneville’s 
decision to resign was revealed Thursday night. 

“He’s a great guy and I’m sure he’s going to be a great coach for now,” 
Panthers forward Jonathan Huberdeau said. “It’s not easy for everybody, 
but we’re going to go through it as a team.” 

[Popular in Sports] Dolphins’ Tua Tagovailoa gets response from 
‘celebrity crush’ Shania Twain » 

The Panthers haven’t said if their intention is for Brunette to have the job 
for a few days, a few weeks or few months. Florida plays Saturday at 
Boston, then not again until a home game Thursday against Washington. 

“I’m day-to-day,” Brunette said. 

After one day, he’s 1-0-0. The coach has changed. The Panthers are 
trying to make sure everything else stays the same. 

The report’s fallout was massive; Chicago general manager Stan 
Bowman resigned and Quenneville left his job with Florida. But Winnipeg 
general manager Kevin Chevyldayoff — who also worked for the 
Blackhawks at that time — escaped sanctioning after meeting with NHL 
Commissioner Gary Bettman on Friday. 

Huberdeau said hockey should, and does, seem secondary given what 
Beach has endured. 

“We all feel sorry for what happened, and that’s all that matters,” the 
Florida forward said. 

Panthers defenseman Aaron Ekblad said he watched Beach’s interview 
with TSN after it aired Wednesday night and said it left him “extremely 
sad.” He was asked if, after watching it, his opinion of Quenneville had 
changed. 

“I’m not sure about my feelings right now,” Ekblad said. 

The 48-year-old Brunette spent four seasons playing for Quenneville. 
Three of those years were in Colorado and the last was in Chicago — the 
2011-12 season, Brunette’s last as a player and one where he was a 
training camp teammate of Beach. 

Brunette played a total of 16 seasons for six different franchises, six of 
those seasons coming in Minnesota. He went back to the Wild when his 
playing days were over for seven more years, holding several jobs during 
that stint including director of player personnel, assistant general 
manager and assistant coach. 

Quenneville — a three-time Cup-winning coach, all with Chicago — and 
the Panthers came calling in 2019, offering Brunette a job as an 
assistant. He’s been in Florida since, perhaps hoping to one day be a 
head coach, never envisioning that chance would come like this. 

“I’m just trying to process,” Brunette said. “It’s been a whirlwind. I wish I 
could give you a better answer. I can’t explain to you. I understand the 
bigger issue here right now is Kyle.” 

[Popular in Sports] Barkov scores in OT to keep Panthers perfect through 
eight games as Brunette wins coaching debut » 

Florida’s win over Detroit made the Panthers the fifth franchise and 
seventh team in NHL history to begin a season with eight consecutive 
victories. The others that have done it: the 1934-35 and 1993-94 Toronto 
Maple Leafs, the 1975-76 and 2006-07 Buffalo Sabres, the 2005-06 
Nashville Predators and the 2015-16 Montreal Canadiens. 

And now comes a chance to go 9-0-0 — something only the 1993-94 
Maple Leafs, 2006-07 Sabres and 2015-16 Canadiens did. 

“It’s been a crazy few days with all the information and everything that’s 
happened,” Ekblad said. “We’re a team that’s a bit distraught right now.” 

Distraught, yes. And they won again anyway. The Panthers are trying to 
move on, and Brunette said he believes hockey eventually will be better 
because Beach came forward. 

“It’s our game,” Brunette said, “and it’s a great game.” 
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Barkov Magic: Florida Panthers 3, Detroit Red Wings 2 (OT) 

 

Published 6 hours ago on October 29, 2021By George Richards  

 

Neither rain nor sleet nor the abrupt resignation of their head coach 
slowed down the Florida Panthers on Friday night as they remained 
unbeaten to start the 2021-22 season by beating the host Detroit Red 
Wings 3-2 in overtime. 

It has been quite a few days — a “whirlwind” new interim coach Andrew 
Brunette described it — yet the Panthers keep on doing what they have 
been doing of late. 

And that is winning. 

Sasha Barkov was the hero of the night, scoring to make it 2-0 and then 
ending it in overtime. 

”It was very emotional for our whole group,’’ said Brunette, who won in 
his NHL head coaching debut. “I was really proud in the way they rallied 
under some really difficult circumstances the past few days. Really proud 
of them. Then a great play from Barky; what a goal. Big win. … To be 
honest, I was more happy for them. It was a tough, tough stretch.” 
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The Panthers have not only won their first eight games of the new 
season, but they have won their past 14 regular season games dating 
back to a 4-1 loss in Nashville back on April 26. 

Florida went into last year’s opening-round playoff series riding a six-
game winning streak. 

This version of the Panthers are now just the seventh team in NHL 
history to start off 8-0. The all-time record for an unbeaten start to a 
season is 10-0. 

Florida tries for No. 9 Saturday in Boston. 

Tired of pop-up ads on free stories? Subscribe to FloridaHockeyNow 
today and log in for an ad-free reading experience! 

This game got off to an understandably slow start but once the Panthers 
drew first blood, they looked like the good-old-new team South Florida is 
now starting to get excited about. 

Detroit, a much improved team, wouldn’t go away and the superb 
goaltending of former Carolina netminder Alex Nedeljkovic kept things 
close — as Detroit tied the score with 2:41 remaining. 

Florida entered the second holding a 2-0 lead as Sergei Bobrovsky (28 
saves) made a couple of nice saves and ended the period with 11 stops. 

Eetu Luostarinen got his second goal in as many games as he clipped a 
point shot from Markus Nutivaara — in the lineup for the first time this 
season due to injury — and put it past Nedeljkovic (29). 

Nedeljkovic, who as a Carolina rookie stoned the Panthers all of last 
season, then gave up a second goal with 1:11 left on a great hustle play 
from Anthony Duclair and Barkov. 

After Florida killed off a penalty, Barkov picked up the puck on the side 
boards and started up the ice with Duclair moving in. 

Duclair fumbled the puck as he approached Nedjelkovic, but stayed with 
it, fired it back and banked it off the goalie from the end boards. 

Nedeljkovic got a piece of the puck but could not control it, Barkov 
jamming it through. 

The Red Wings got on the board as Bobrovsky gave up yet another 
tough-luck goal as a long shot from Troy Stecher was deflected by Sam 
Gagner and got through at 2:15 of the second. 

Florida continued playing a hard game, but the improved Red Wings — 
and some strong goaltending from Nedeljkovic — wouldn’t let the 
Panthers open things up. 

Both teams had a pair of power play chances in the third period and 
Florida’s kill neutralized Detroit while Nedeljkovic did most of the damage 
to the Panthers. 

With just under six minutes left, the Panthers put on a shooting clinic — 
and the Red Wings blocked four of those shots with Nedeljkovic making 
three saves. That could have been the game for Florida but they just 
couldn’t get anything through. 

Detroit ended the night with a whopping 21 blocked shots. 

The Wings used that momentum and tied the score on a deflection in 
front from Pius Suter, the puck trickling past Bobrovsky. 

In overtime, Gus Forsling had a good chance that was stopped by his 
former Carolina and Charlotte teammate with 3:20 remaining. 

Barkov and Jonathan Huberdeau got loose with the two former linemates 
hooking up just like old times with Huberdeau sliding a pass that Barkov 
knocked through with 91 seconds remaining in the extra frame. 

GR’S THREE STARS OF THE NIGHT 

1. Sasha Barkov, Florida 

2. Sergei Bobrovsky, Florida 

3. Alex Nedeljkovic, Detroit 

FLORIDA PANTHERS ON DECK 

FLORIDA PANTHERS AT BOSTON BRUINS 

WHEN: Saturday, 7 p.m. 

WHERE: TD Garden, Boston 

TICKETS: CLICK HERE 

TV/STREAMING: Bally Sports Florida 

RADIO: WKIS 99.9 FM-2 

Season series: Florida leads 1-0 
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Panthers Pregame: ‘Sad day’ but Florida ready to get back at it in Detroit 

 

Published 11 hours ago on October 29, 2021By George Richards  

 

On a typical day like this, it would be customary to congratulate an 
assistant coach who had just been promoted to head coach — interim or 
not — of an. NHL team. But these are not typical circumstances for 
Andrew Brunette and his Florida Panthers as they tried to prepare to for 
a game against the host Detroit Red Wings on Friday. 

Brunette, a veteran of 1,110 NHL games as a player and a handful of 
years behind the bench as an assistant, takes the reins of a 
championship-caliber team in the midst of their best start in franchise 
history. 

There were few smiles among the Panthers on Friday after losing their 
leader to a sexual abuse scandal that led at least two of the team’s top 
players searching for answers. 

Both Aaron Ekblad and Jonathan Huberdeau spoke Friday from Detroit in 
the wake of Joel Quenneville resigning after meeting with NHL 
commissioner Gary Bettman in Manhattan on Thursday afternoon. 

Quenneville, the second-winningest coach in NHL history, meant a lot to 
his players and to the Panthers. But after watching the revealing 
interview by former Blackhawks’ player Kyle Beach, it doesn’t look like 
Quenneville will be looked at the same again. 

”It has been a crazy few days with all the information and all that has 
happened,” said Ekblad, who was far from his usual effusive self Friday. 
“We’re a team that’s a bit raw right now but we have to come together. 
It’s tough to see it all. We understand the decision … Ultimately that 
interview gave me a tremendous amount of respect for Kyle Beach and 
what he went through. I’m not sure about my feelings right now. I’m trying 
to gather them.” 

Said Huberdeau: “Listening to Kyle’s story; that’s something that 
shouldn’t happen in the game or anywhere. It’s not easy to assess 
everything. It’s a story you never want to hear. … We are a family and 
we’ll process everything and get back to playing hockey.” 

As for Brunette, the Panthers are going to keep things in house for the 
time being. Brunette, now in his third season with Florida after joining 
Quenneville‘s staff in 2019, is the interim head coach but the Panthers 
are going to be watching. 

The team is looking for an experienced coach to take over this talented 
team, but also thinks Brunette could be the guy for the job. 
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The players not only like him but respect him. He has been there and 
done that. 

He’s not Quenneville, but who out there is? 

”I’m just day-to-day,” Brunette said before coaching his first game in the 
NHL. “I’m just trying to process everything here and trying to help our 
group the best I can, be a great teammate and try to get us through this 
right now. 

“The biggest challenge is to continue what we’re doing, get this group’s 
head around … we haven’t been through much adversity and this is 
about as big as you can get. We have a great group of guys, a great 
leadership group. They are relying on each other and we’ll get through 
this. … We’ll lean on each other. This is a hard time. Nothing compared 
to what Kyle is going through, not by any stretch. These guys, we have a 
great group and they’ll find a way through it. They have been through a 
whirlwind, too.” 

As for the circumstances around his big promotion, Brunette was solemn. 
No one wants to get a job — no matter how prestigious — like this. 

Quenneville is a friend and a mentor to Brunette. 

The past few days have been hard on everyone associated with the 
Panthers. 

“It’s a real sad day for everyone involved,” Brunette said. “It’s a sad day 
for hockey with Kyle Beach and everything he’s had to gone through and 
had to deal with. Again, it’s a sad day for our organization, a sad day for 
our players and a sad day for the game of hockey. It’s a great game. 
We’re better than that, the game’s better than that. We have to get better 
as a group of hockey players and society needs to be better.” 

— Brunette said that defenseman Kevin Connauton would be a game-
time decision after blocking a shot with his skate on Wednesday night. 

Markus Nutivaara could be activated before the game as he is a game-
time decision as well. Regardless of whether he plays tonight or not, it 
looks like Nutivaara is close to a return after he got hurt in a practice just 
before the season started. 

FLORIDA PANTHERS ON DECK 

FLORIDA PANTHERS AT DETROIT RED WINGS 

WHEN: Friday, 7 p.m. 

WHERE: Little Caesars Arena, Detroit 

TICKETS: CLICK HERE 

STREAMING ONLY: ESPN+ and Hulu 

RADIO: WQAM 560-AM 
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GameDay No. 8: Lineups, betting odds for Panthers at Red Wings 

 

Published 18 hours ago on October 29, 2021By George Richards  

 

The Florida Panthers will try and win their eighth consecutive game to 
start the 2021-22 season Friday night when they visit the Detroit Red 
Wings. 

They will do so with a new — albeit temporary (perhaps) — head coach. 

Andrew Brunette takes over the Panthers after Joel Quenneville resigned 
following his meeting with NHL commissioner Gary Bettman on Thursday 
afternoon at league headquarters in Manhattan. 

Brunette, 48, is a former NHL player who spent two seasons as an 
assistant coach as well as assistant general manager for the Minnesota 
Wild before joining Quenneville’s new staff in 2019. 

He becomes the 17th head coach in team history and the fifth (Bryan 
Murray, Rick Dudley, Peter Horachek and Tom Rowe) who took over on 
an interim basis during a season. 

With Quenneville in New York, the Panthers flew to Detroit without their 
coach. 

Turns out, Brunette was with them the whole time. 

Tired of pop-up ads on free stories? Subscribe to FloridaHockeyNow 
today and log in for an ad-free reading experience! 

With the team not practicing — and having things to deal with Thursday 
— it’s not known whether defenseman Kevin Connauton will be in the 
lineup. 

Connauton left Wednesday’s win over the Boston Bruins in the third 
period after blocking a shot. 

UPDATE FROM GOLDIE: Connauton is on the ice and working with 
Brandon Montour but Steve says Connauton is working with the 
scratches and Markus Nutivaara is off the ice. So he may be activated to 
play tonight. 

The Red Wings are improved this season as they come into the game 
with wins in their past two games and holding second place in the 
Atlantic Division behind the unbeaten Panthers. 

— Friday’s game is Florida’s first being exclusively broadcast on the 
subscription streaming ESPN+ and Hulu services. That means the 
Panthers’ usual broadcast team of Steve Goldstein and Randy Moller will 
have the night off. 

FLORIDA PANTHERS ON DECK 

FLORIDA PANTHERS AT DETROIT RED WINGS 

WHEN: Friday, 7 p.m. 

WHERE: Little Caesars Arena, Detroit 

TICKETS: CLICK HERE 

STREAMING ONLY: ESPN+ and Hulu 

RADIO: WQAM 560-AM 
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Potential head coach candidates for the Florida Panthers 

 

Published 20 hours ago on October 29, 2021By George Richards  

 

If the Florida Panthers are looking for an experienced head coach after 
Joel Quenneville resigned, there are some options out there. From 
bottom left: Bruce Boudreau, Dan Bylsma, Mike Babcock, Claude Julien 
and John Tortorella. 

Hard to believe, but the Florida Panthers are looking at candidates to be 
their new head coach just seven — soon to be eight — games into their 
season. 

And it’s not because the Panthers are on some historic losing streak, far 
from it. 

The Panthers are, in fact, off to their best start in history and one of the 
best starts in the entire history of the NHL. 
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Yet with the shocking turn of events over the past couple of days — 
which saw Joel Quenneville turn in his resignation on Thursday — the 
Panthers are now in the market for a new coach. 

Not the best time to be making such a search, but so it goes. 

Many of the top coaching candidates already got jobs during the 
offseason although one of the top coaching free agents in 2021 — 
Gerard Gallant — probably wouldn’t come back to Sunrise anyway. 

There are a number of experienced coaches out on the free agent 
market although all of them carry some degree of baggage. 

The good thing is, this Florida team looks like it could run on autopilot, at 
least for a while. 

Florida is said to be looking for a head coach who has won in the NHL in 
the past. 

Nothing against new interim coach Andrew Brunette, but his coaching 
experience is limited to being an assistant: first with the Minnesota Wild 
and then the past three seasons here with the Panthers. 

If general manager Bill Zito is looking for a coach with some wins on his 
resume, he doesn’t have to look far. 

With the way the Panthers look right now, this job will not be a tough sell. 

In fact, one potential candidate appeared to be interviewing for the gig on 
ESPN on Wednesday afternoon. 

POTENTIAL FLORIDA PANTHERS COACHING CANDIDATES 

John Tortorella: The top rumored candidate for the opening, Tortorella 
and Zito have a long history and the Florida GM is a fan of the hot-
tempered coach who is now working for ESPN. 

Tortorella is a different guy off the ice as Zito knows first-hand. Tortorella 
is also a winner, leading Tampa Bay to its first Cup in 2004 and lead the 
Rangers to the playoffs in four of his five seasons there. 

Zito saw what Tortorella did for the stumbling Blue Jackets when he left 
his first TV gig midseason to  return to the bench in 2015 as he helped 
turned that franchise around. 

But Roberto Luongo, now a trusted member of the Panthers’ front office, 
probably doesn’t remember his one year with Tortorella in Vancouver 
very foundly. 

Panthers fans can thank Tortorella for facilitating that trade which brought 
Luongo back to Florida. 

As much as Zito likes Tortorella, he knows that some of his players in 
Columbus weren’t always that happy playing for him. And a couple of 
them — most notably Sergei Bobrovsky — are now in Florida. 

Torts knows how to win, no one can argue that. 

Bruce Boudreau: When Boudreau takes over a team, it usually takes off 
but the Panthers may not be the right fit for the 66-year-old coach. 

No one would be more popular in South Florida coaching circles than 
Boudreau if he were to come down here. Did you know he was in Slap 
Shot? 

On the ice, Boudreau found plenty of success early on with the 
Washington Capitals and then with the Anaheim Ducks. He made the 
playoffs in his first two years with Minnesota but was fired midway 
through his fourth and has been out of the coaching game since. 

Boudreau’s teams are known for great regular season success but 
struggle in the playoffs. In 10 playoff appearances with three teams, he 
has only been to the conference finals once. 

Claude Julien: The coach of the 2010 Stanley Cup champion Bruins 
(which probably does not endure himself to Luongo), Julien has as much 
coaching experience as anyone on this list. 

Julien has been the coach of the Devils, Canadiens (twice) and Bruins. 
Julien has 667 wins on his resume not to mention the Stanley Cup win. 

The 61-year-old returned to the Canadiens after being fired by the Bruins 
during the 2016-17 season as Montreal ended up winning the Atlantic 
that season. 

His final few years with the Canadiens weren’t as successful and even 
though Montreal went to the Cup Finals last season, he wasn’t there after 
being fired in February. 

Dan Bylsma: The Panthers certainly know how to get ahold of Byslma as 
he is an assistant coach for their AHL team in Charlotte. They simply 
couldn’t promote him, however, since he is under contract with Seattle 
and is scheduled to coach its AHL team in Palm Springs next year. 

Bylsma, who has interviewed with the Panthers twice before, has 
championship experience as his Penguins won the Cup in 2009 during 
his first season behind the bench in Pittsburgh. The Penguins never 
made it back to the Finals under Bylsma and he was fired in 2014. 

He was a finalist for the Florida vacancy which went to Gallant that 
summer. Bylsma spent two seasons as coach of the Buffalo Sabres 
before being fired and then spent time as an assistant with the Red 
Wings. 

Mike Babcock: A two-time Cup champion with the Red Wings, Babcock 
was the highest-paid NHL coach in history when he left Detroit as a free 
agent and signed with the Maple Leafs. 

He ended up being fired there after a six-game losing streak coincided 
with a lot of drama going on in Toronto as Babcock was accused of 
fostering a toxic work environment both there and in Detroit. 

He is currently working on television and is the volunteer head coach at 
the University of Saskatchewan. 

David Quinn: The New York Rangers hired Quinn out of Boston 
University in 2018 and in three seasons, the Rangers did not make the 
playoffs. He was fired last year and replaced by Gallant. 

Quinn has been doing some work with USA Hockey and has been 
spotted at practices in both Sunrise and Tampa Bay. 

Rick Tocchet: Now doing studio work for TNT, Tocchet was the coach in 
Tampa Bay and most recently in Arizona where he had a little success. 

Tocchet has a gambling conviction in his past but was cleared by Gary 
Bettman. As a former player, he relates well to players and could be seen 
as a dark horse candidate. 
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The Athletic / NHL power rankings: It’s scary season, and here are 
reasons to fear every single team 

 

By Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn Oct 29, 2021  

 

Enough, the people said. 

Enough with the gimmicks. Give us the True Power Rankings. We must 
have the original formula — that patented blend of stats, results, games-
watching and vibe checks beloved by … millions? Sure, millions. 

So that’s what we’ve got here. After a couple of early season detours, we 
tried to rank teams based on their likelihood of success this season, then 
explain why they ended up where they did. It’s not just because of what 
they’ve done; it’s because of what we think they’re going to do. 

Also, we added a very spooky mini-theme. Enjoy the pumpkins. 
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1. Florida Panthers 

Record: 7-0-0 

Last Week: 1 

Dom rank: 1 

Sean rank: 1 

Scariest Thought: The Stanley Cup becoming a permanent Florida 
resident. 

Dom: Our goal last week was to go off the rails based on the opening 
week of hockey, but we already feel pretty good about some of those 
spicy takes. Case and point, the Florida Panthers: league’s best team. 
With most of the main contenders off to very slow starts and the Panthers 
cruising to a 7-0-0 record, it would feel odd to have any other team at the 
top. The lineup is scary from top to bottom with a deep forward group, an 
excellent top pair and a resurgent Sergei Bobrovsky ready to reassert 
himself as an elite netminder. The only downside is the possibility that 
the Stanley Cup goes full Florida Man after spending three summers 
there. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Record: 6-0-0 

Last Week: 9 

Dom rank: 3 

Sean rank: 2 

Scariest Thought: That they got their goalie situation correct. 

Sean: We said something similar last week, but it’s probably worth 
repeating; if your problem with the Hurricanes was their decision to pivot 
from Alex Nedeljkovic/Petr Mrazek to Freddie Andersen/Antti Raanta, the 
first few weeks of the season haven’t followed your script. That’s all on 
Andersen, who’s started all six of the Hurricanes’ games and been 
fantastic. He’s not going to throw up .956 over the course of a full 
season, but nobody does — and if the Canes get something similar from 
Andersen when their five-on-five play normalizes a bit, look out. He’s got 
them undefeated through six games that, in spots, have been pretty 
ordinary. 

3. Edmonton Oilers 

Record: 5-1-0 

Last Week: 8 

Dom rank: 2 

Sean rank: 3 

Scariest Thought: Connor McDavid coming at you, one-on-one. 

Dom: There is no scarier player in hockey than Connor McDavid who can 
utterly embarrass any player in this league with his incredible speed and 
skill. No one expected the Oilers to start the season with five straight 
wins, but here they are thanks to McDavid’s continued heroics. Not only 
does he have a point in every game, but he has multiple points in every 
game to start the season. He’s an absolute freak of nature and the fact 
we have to take Edmonton seriously as a contender is a testament to his 
value. The Oilers are for real. 

4. Boston Bruins 

Record: 3-3-0 

Last Week: 12 

Dom rank: 5 

Sean rank: 4 

Scariest Thought: The Perfection Line. 

Sean: It makes sense that the Bruins lost to Carolina on Thursday. 
Boston is still doing Boston things, far as the skaters are concerned — 
they’re elite-elite in shot shares, expected goals, whatever — but goalie 
production and goalie play could both be an issue. Jeremy Swayman 
probably deserved better against the Canes, though. I dunno, man. 
We’re at No. 4 and I’m already not feeling great about our order. If stuff 
goes bad for the Bruins, we know what it’ll look like. I’d wake up Dom and 
tell him to drop this team down to, like, 9-10, but it’s really late. 

5. Colorado Avalanche 

Record: 3-4-0 

Last Week: 21 

Dom rank: 4 

Sean rank: 7 

Scariest Thought: What this team will look like when fully healthy. 

Dom: I debated having Colorado at No. 2 despite the woeful start out of 
pure stubbornness, but Sean’s exasperated message after seeing the 
first draft of the ranks snapped me out of it. I still believe in the Avalanche 
as the league’s most talented team despite their record and though the 
results have been alarming, it’s still very early for a team depleted by 
injuries. No Devon Toews, no Samuel Girard, no Valeri Nichushkin — 
that’s a lot of value out of the lineup and they were missing Mikko 
Rantanen last night too. Long term, I’m not worried. 

6. Washington Capitals 

Record: 4-0-3 

Last Week: 4 

Dom rank: 6 

Sean rank: 6 

Scariest Thought: Alex Ovechkin somehow still doing this at age 36. 

Sean: The Caps were off Thursday and started the day first in the league 
with 20 even-strength goals. That’s not tough when you’re getting five 
from your gray tank of a captain. It’s easy to feel good about this team, 
despite T.J. Oshie’s injury and an OT loss to Detroit when you look at 
Evgeny Kuznetsov’s numbers. 

7. Minnesota Wild 

Record: 5-2-0 

Last Week: 3 

Dom rank: 7 

Sean rank: 5 

Scariest Thought: The Wild Twitter account is still mad at me. 

Dom: Apparently tweeting “#1 kraken fan” is frowned upon. I still love you 
guys! I’ll never forget what we had during the 2021 season. 

8. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Record: 4-3-1 

Last Week: 16 

Dom rank: 9 

Sean rank: 8 

Scariest Thought: Surviving another lengthy injury to Nikita Kucherov. 

Sean: Nikita Kucherov is out 8-10 weeks after … lower-body surgery? 
That’s it? That’s really all we’re getting? So much of the  body   is 

 lower . I’ll say this — we were low-key worried about Steven Stamkos 
headed into the season, and he’s been good. They’ll need that during 
Kucherov’s recovery. 
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9. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Record: 3-4-1 

Last Week: 11 

Dom rank: 8 

Sean rank: 11 

Scariest Thought: That they can’t lose in the first round if they don’t make 
it there in the first place. 

Dom: It’s been a nightmarish start for Toronto, a team that should’ve 
come out of the gates on fire, but have instead have limped to a 3-4-1 
record. That the Leafs lost three straight games and came out with that 
effort against one of the worst teams in the league in Chicago was 
uninspiring. They’re in the top 10 because of what they could be as we 
stubbornly cling to that ideal, but they are a bottom-five vibes team right. 

10. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Record: 3-2-2 

Last Week: 7 

Dom rank: 10 

Sean rank: 10 

Scariest Thought: That Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin will ruin the 
incredible chemistry of the current group of Mark Donks and Buzz 
Flibbets. 

Sean: Honestly, the NPCs may have gotten the Penguins about as far as 
they can. You can get away with rostering a Donk or a Flibbet if your 
Jake Guentzels and Kasperi Kapanens are doing … something. That 
hasn’t been the case. Either way, Crosby is about to come back with a 
healthy wrist for the first time in seven years, so that’s interesting. That’s 
good enough to get them on the periphery. 

11. St. Louis Blues 

Record: 5-1-0 

Last Week: 6 

Dom rank: 12 

Sean rank: 9 

Scariest Thought: Betting on them. 

Dom: Just when I thought the Blues were a reliable team to back, they go 
ahead and lay an egg against the Avalanche on Thursday despite 
Colorado missing Mikko Rantanen, Devon Toews, Samuel Girard and 
Valeri Nichushkin. It was a brutal loss and though the Blues were without 
Ryan O’Reilly themselves, their hot start still feels like a hall of mirrors. 
Middling scoring chance numbers against weak or injury-depleted teams 
don’t impress me much. 

12. New York Islanders 

Record: 3-2-1 

Last Week: 24 

Dom rank: 11 

Sean rank: 13 

Scariest Thought: That respect is their kryptonite. 

Sean: What better way to bounce back from a brutal start to the season 
than fattening up on bums like the Coyotes and, uh, Golden Knights, then 
taking six days off. Bizarre. 

13. Calgary Flames 

Record: 5-1-1 

Last Week: 19 

Dom rank: 13 

Sean rank: 12 

Scariest Thought: Having to watch a Darryl Sutter-coached team in the 
playoffs. 

Dom: What Sutter has done to this team since taking over is terrific if 
you’re a Calgary Flames fan who enjoys wins. Less so for the rest of us 
who appreciate exciting hockey. Good for them and the team looks like a 
strong Pacific playoff threat, but I’m already dreading the thought. The 
team ranks top five in goals against per 60 at five-on-five in the early 
goings. 

14. New York Rangers 

Record:  4-2-1 

Last Week: 23 

Dom rank: 15 

Sean rank: 14 

Scariest Thought: That Gerard Gallant and Artemi Panarin aren’t a 
match. Panarin doesn’t have a five-on-five or power play goal so far. 

Sean: Should we just drop them back down to the mid-20s? Are they 
good? Honestly, there’s too much talent on the roster to ignore, Igor 
Shesterkin is the truth, and Gallant is a good coach … but that’s a very 
blah situation. 

15. Vegas Golden Knights 

Record: 3-4-0 

Last Week: 25 

Dom rank: 15 

Sean rank: 14 

Scariest Thought: That Alex Pietrangelo has already turned into a 
pumpkin in Year 2 of a seven-year deal. 

Dom: Woof, what an awful start for Vegas defensively. No team has 
allowed more chances against per 60 this season and it’s not particularly 
close. Their 3.29 expected goals against per 60 ranks dead last in the 
league, 0.4 more than the next worse team. It’s the same as the 
difference between the second and 14th worst teams. 

At the center of it all is star defender Alex Pietrangelo who ranks last on 
the team in expected goals percentage at 33 percent, driven by 3.91 
expected goals against per 60. Also last. A really bad start for someone’s 
pre-season bold prediction… 

16. Winnipeg Jets 

Record: 4-2-1 

Last Week: 26 

Dom rank: 16 

Sean rank: 15 

Scariest Thought: Puck possession of any kind. 

Sean: Bit of a mixed bag; the optimist says, “Hey, they’re 3-0-1 without 
Mark Scheifele and Blake Wheeler, imagine what they’ll look like when 
those guys are back.”  The pessimist also says, “Hey, they’re 3-0-1 
without Mark Scheifele and Blake Wheeler, imagine what they’ll look like 
when those guys are back.” 

17. Philadelphia Flyers 

Record: 4-1-1 
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Last Week: 10 

Dom rank: 17 

Sean rank: 16 

Scariest Thought: That there are actual people working in hockey that 
believe in Rasmus Ristolainen. 

Dom: I wish anyone believed in me as much as Hockey Men believe in 
the controversial former Sabre. It’s only been three games for him, but 
the early returns for him have been predictably and hilariously bad, as his 
play has tanked the team’s second pair. The Flyers have a 38 percent 
expected goals rate with Ristolainen which is not remotely surprising. 
That number should improve, he’s not that bad, but it won’t improve that 
much either given his history. He’s a liability and a new team looks 
unlikely to change that. 

18. Detroit Red Wings 

Record: 4-2-1 

Last Week: 14 

Dom rank: 19 

Sean rank: 19 

Scariest Thought: Playing in the Atlantic Division. 

Sean: The Wings and the team behind them are basically in the same 
boat. Lucas Raymond and Moritz Seider are already a blast, but they’re 
stacking points a little too quickly. You guys really should look into 
stinking for one more year. Honestly — a hat trick for Raymond, Seider’s 
on the top power play … pump the brakes. 

19. Buffalo Sabres 

Record: 5-1-1 

Last Week: 2 

Dom rank: 19 

Sean rank: 19 

Scariest Thought: That this loveable group of misfits will deliver a season 
good enough to tank their lottery odds and still finish nowhere near a 
playoff spot. 

Dom: The team’s hot start is all fun and games, but this was supposed to 
be a greatest tank battle with Arizona and the Coyotes are running up the 
score right now. Can the Sabres make the playoffs? No. Have these first 
few weeks been fun? Hell yeah. But I worry that it’ll be what separates 
the team from a franchise cornerstone at next year’s draft. Long term, 
that’s more important than a few wins to start the season. We’ve seen 
this film before from Buffalo and we know how it ends. Best case 
scenario: a fortunate lottery win after an encouraging 80-plus point 
season. I hope that’s what Sabres fans get. They deserve the best and 
that’s what’s made the team’s surprising start as spoiler so fun. 

20. Dallas Stars 

Record: 3-3-1 

Last Week: 20 

Dom rank: 18 

Sean rank: 21 

Scariest Thought: Overtime. 

Sean: After 14 OT losses in 56 games last season, it seems to be 
happening again. From Shapiro and Saad after the Stars’ 3-2 loss on 
Wednesday to Vegas: This was the first time Dallas had a fully healthy 
roster since before COVID-19 rocked the world. The Stars were coming 
off a game in which they got embarrassed by a rebuilding team and the 
fight of the players was questioned by their head coach. The opposing 

team was on the second night of a back-to-back and riding its backup 
goaltender. 

And it wasn’t just the logistics. The Stars seemed to capitalize on all of 
that by dominating play for most of the game, especially the first two 
periods. They outshot the Golden Knights 34-21. According to Natural 
Stat Trick, the Stars had the edge in high-danger scoring chances 17-8. 

They had the lead with 65 seconds left in regulation. 

Despite all of that, the Stars managed to lose. 

21. San Jose Sharks 

Record: 4-3-0 

Last Week: 5 

Dom rank: 21 

Sean rank: 20 

Scariest Thought: Their CapFriendly page. 

Dom: That 4-0-0 start to the season sure was interesting and 
unexpected, but losing three straight after is more like it. I’m still not sure 
what to make of this team, but the team’s top line has sure been 
impressive. Logan Couture, Timo Meier and Jonathan Dahlen have been 
running teams over at five-on-five with two-thirds of the chances and a 
stunning 8.33 goals-per-60. They’ve been red hot which is how both 
Couture and Meier have nine points in six games. Also nice to see: Marc-
Edouard Vlasic’s underlying numbers have turned around to start the 
season. If he and Couture keep that up, the team’s CapFriendly page 
looks a little less harrowing. 

22. New Jersey Devils 

Record: 3-2-0 

Last Week: 13 

Dom rank: 23 

Sean rank: 22 

Scariest Thought: That one shoulder dislocation makes you more 
vulnerable to a second. And a third. And a fourth. 

Sean: Assuming Jack Hughes comes back at some point (and doesn’t 
get hurt again), the Devils are still really interesting. We haven’t seen 
Mackenzie Blackwood or Miles Wood yet. Dougie Hamilton hasn’t quite 
gotten settled. But that’s a lot of uncertainty to heap on to a long-ish term 
injury for your best forward. 

23. Seattle Kraken 

Record: 3-4-1 

Last Week: 29 

Dom rank: 22 

Sean rank: 25 

Scariest Thought: That analytics isn’t everything and we do actually have 
to watch the games after all. 

Dom: If you watched the first five games, you’d think this is one of the 
league’s worst teams. The last three though, all at home and with a full 
lineup? Much more impressive. Seattle has been a strong possession 
team as expected in that stretch and are looking closer to the team the 
models expected the Kraken to be. Their placement this week remains 
cautious, but if they can keep up this recent level of play they’ll be a 
tough out on a nightly basis. 

24. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Record: 4-2-0 

Last Week: 18 
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Dom rank: 24 

Sean rank: 23 

Scariest Thought: That they only play the Coyotes one more time. Four 
of Columbus’ six five-on-five goals game against Arizona on opening 
night. 

Sean: This is … kind of a bad beat for the Blue Jackets? Elvis Merzlikins 
and the Blue Jackets are top-10 in goals-for percentage, thus far. Some 
of the other underlyings are bad, though, and it feels like the division is 
going to catch up with them. It feels like they should be higher, but I’m 
not sure who they should jump. Detroit and Buffalo have them beat in the 
“bad teams having good starts” category if nothing else. 

25. Nashville Predators 

Record: 3-4-0 

Last Week: 22 

Dom rank: 25 

Sean rank: 26 

Scariest Thought: That Matt Duchene, Filip Forsberg and Ryan Johansen 
only keep it together long enough to delay the rebuild a little more. 

Dom: I’m convinced this team will be staying in no man’s land forever. 
Not good enough to contend. Not bad enough to truly rebuild. Duchene, 
Forsberg and Johansen are off to encouragingly hot starts, but it’s 
Roman Josi who has led the charge as the team’s best player. He’s 
clearly disappointed he was bumped out of Tier 2 in our preseason Top 
100 and has answered with nine points in seven games and some 
dominant on-ice numbers. 

26. Ottawa Senators 

Record: 2-4-0 

Last Week: 17 

Dom rank: 27 

Sean rank: 24 

Scariest Thought: Optimism. 

Sean: Indeed, Sens fans deserve to be excited, but anecdotally, the 
expectations for this team, this year, feel a little … steep, right? And I get 
it; things have been abysmal there for years. Tim Stutzle, if he ever starts 
generating shots, will be a blast. There’s a seven-year contract signed by 
Brady Tkachuk. Thomas Chabot, things of the nature — but unless Filip 
Gustavsson turns out to be the real deal, very quickly, I can’t take them 
any higher than this. 

27. Vancouver Canucks 

Record: 3-4-1 

Last Week: 28 

Dom rank: 26 

Sean rank: 27 

Scariest Thought: That Quinn Hughes is more Tyson Barrie than Erik 
Karlsson. 

Dom: Quinn Hughes has five points in six games. Quinn Hughes also 
has a 37 percent expected goals rate. Yikes. It’s shades of last season 
where Hughes looked like a huge defensive liability, big enough that his 
offensive gifts weren’t enough to overcome it. There’s nothing wrong with 
being a Barrie-type, but Hughes showed so much more promise towards 
being an elite player as a rookie. The hope is he gets back on track, but 
it’s been a worrying start to his third season. Of course, we saw what 
happened to Josh Morrissey once he was saddled with Tucker Poolman. 

That’s probably more likely to be the problem. Hughes needs a better 
partner. 

28. Los Angeles Kings 

Record: 1-5-1 

Last Week: 15 

Dom rank: 28 

Sean rank: 28 

Scariest Thought: Knee injuries. 

Sean: LA was a fun preseason sneak pick to overachieve in a junk 
division, but we can scrap that now, right? Brutal start. Drew Doughty is 
out two months with a knee injury. Sean Walker is done for the season 
with an ACL tear. I’m not sure what there is to be all that excited about. 
The vibes were particularly bad this week, but it’s tough to see much of a 
rebound. 

29. Anaheim Ducks 

Record: 2-4-2 

Last Week: 27 

Dom rank: 29 

Sean rank: 29 

Scariest Thought: Passing on a Jack Eichel trade because they want to 
hold on to, like, their fourth-best prospect and a first-round pick. 

Dom: Trevor Zegras is nice, but you know what’s better than Zegras as 
your first line center? Zegras as your second-line center behind Eichel. 
The Ducks have some interesting young pieces, but adding a superstar 
talent like that could really speed up the rebuild and if the cost is a first 
and a pile of Assets where neither Zegras or Jamie Drysdale are 
involved, what’s the hold up? 

30. Montreal Canadiens 

Record: 2-6-0 

Last Week: 32 

Dom rank: 30 

Sean rank: 30 

Scariest Thing: Pissing off the Hurricanes’ Twitter account again. Oh no! 
Spooky! 

Sean: We can admit that this isn’t just about performance, right? We’re 
weighing intangibles here. I will say, they’ve got games against the 
Kings, Ducks and Red Wings in a row. Prepare to either hear a bunch 
about how the Habs have turned it around, or witness a funeral for a 
hockey team a couple of days into November. 

31. Arizona Coyotes 

Record: 0-6-1 

Last Week: 31 

Dom rank: 31 

Sean rank: 31 

Scariest Thing: The idea of the Coyotes ruining Shane Wright, too. 

Dom: The Coyotes have a massive head-start on last place. After losing 
their first seven games of the season, looking utterly hopeless in each 
match, that almost feels like a lock. They are without a doubt not only the 
worst team in the league this year, but one of the worst teams I have 
ever seen. And yet, they’re unsurprisingly not last in these rankings. The 
team below them has to be pretty damn deplorable, hmm. 
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32. Chicago Blackhawks 

Record: 0-5-2 

Last Week: 30 

Dom rank: 32 

Sean rank: 32 

Scariest Thing: That the on-ice disaster isn’t the worst thing about this 
toxic franchise. 

Sean: Good luck to most of the guys on that roster, particularly Alex 
DeBrincat, but they’ve got the bottom spot on lock. 
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The Athletic / Elizabeth Mantha’s AHL refereeing debut is special — and 
just the start: ‘That’s my wish, that it gets normal’ 

 

By Tarik El-Bashir Oct 29, 2021  

 

Elizabeth Mantha will achieve a milestone many years in the making 
when she takes the ice as an AHL referee Friday night in Quebec. 

Close to 50 friends and family members will be in the crowd at Place Bell, 
where the Laval Rocket will host the Rochester Americans. 

About 600 miles away, there will be another very interested party who 
won’t be able to make it to Mantha’s debut because, well, he’ll be skating 
in a professional hockey game of his own. But Capitals winger Anthony 
Mantha will be sure to text his older sister before leaving Capital One 
Arena to get all the scoop on her first pro game in stripes. 

Anthony and Elizabeth aren’t able to see each other much these days, 
even in the offseason, due to their hectic schedules. But they frequently 
make time for a quick text or FaceTime, particularly before or after a 
game. 

“We’re under the same kind of pressure,” Elizabeth told The Athletic in a 
recent telephone interview. “We know how it’s hard, the pressure that 
comes with it. So we just encourage each other.” 

Elizabeth is constantly under pressure; the 31-year-old also works full-
time as a supervisor at Quebec’s 911 emergency dispatch and is 
pursuing her master’s degree in management at the University of 
Quebec in Trois-Rivières. 

This season, she’s one of 10 women slated to work AHL games, marking 
the first time the developmental league has included women on its roster 
of referees and linespeople. 

Making it to the professional ranks has been a long time coming for 
Elizabeth, who has steadily climbed up the officiating ladder, starting with 
minor hockey before graduating to junior and eventually international 
women’s hockey. This past summer, she was a referee at the IIHF 
Women’s World Championship in Calgary. Friday’s game, though, will 
mark the first time she has shared the ice with grizzled players who’ve 
skated in the NHL as well as top prospects. 

“It’s going to be a big step,” Elizabeth said. “Right now, I’m doing Junior 
AAA, which is like Junior A down in the States. But it’s still juniors, you 
know? So I know it’s gonna be a big step. It’s going to be fast.” 

Anthony is confident that Elizabeth is ready because he’s seen firsthand 
the long days at the rink and in the gym that she’s put in. 

“For a ref, it’s all about positioning,” he said. “It’s where you see the play 
from, and that’s the biggest key that she’s worked on. She does power 
skating for refs. Who does that? But when you get to that level, you do.” 

As for Elizabeth’s debut, Anthony anticipates reaching out before the 
game to help calm her nerves. 

“I’ll be texting her,” Anthony said. “I think there’s 45 people going to the 
game. I was like, ‘How much are the tickets?’ She said, ’25 bucks.’ It 
adds up.” 

He added with a laugh: “To go see a ref? They’re not there for the game 
necessarily. No, it’s going to be awesome.” 

Elizabeth and Anthony Mantha. 

Growing up in Longueuil, Quebec, life for the Mantha family revolved 
around hockey. 

When your grandfather is four-time Stanley Cup winner Andre Pronovost, 
how could it not? 

“We could go downstairs (at Centre Bell) and we could see the players, 
take pictures with them get some autographs,” Elizabeth recalled. “Good 
memories, for sure.” 

There are four Mantha siblings — Kim, Elizabeth, Barbara and Anthony. 
All of them played competitive team sports growing up, but it was 
Elizabeth and Anthony who excelled at hockey. 

This, of course, made for some hectic Saturday mornings, particularly for 
dad, Daniel Pronovost, who was tasked with getting everyone where they 
needed to be, even if it meant enlisting the help of another family. Mom, 
Suzie Mantha, was a nurse and often took shifts on weekends to help 
pay for Elizabeth and Anthony’s travel hockey fees as well as their high-
end sticks and skates. 

“What do you want to do?” Suzie said. “When somebody loves hockey, 
they love hockey.” 

Family vacations typically were centered around hockey, too. Whether it 
was a tournament or showcase south of the border or a trip to Sweden to 
watch Anthony skate for Canada in the World Junior Championship, the 
Manthas were always in a rink, regardless of the season. 

“Trips to Boston,” Elizabeth said, chuckling, “that was our summers.” 

Anthony said some of his childhood memories were the early morning 
car rides with Elizabeth to the local rink or gym. As teenagers, they 
trained on and off the ice together. During the season, Anthony would 
occasionally jump on the ice during Elizabeth’s practices. 

“Sometimes he was attending the girls’ practice,” Suzie said. “That was 
giving him more ice time. He was younger than all of them.” 

Elizabeth, a defenseman in her playing days, skated in the CWHL for the 
Montreal Stars before suiting up for the University of Montreal, where she 
appeared in 53 games over three seasons, racking up six goals and 21 
assists and winning a national title in 2013. 

By the time she finished school, the reffing bug had already bit. A few 
years earlier, she had started officiating games locally at the youth level 
and had begun working her way up the ranks, refereeing or working the 
lines at some of Canada’s top amateur events. 

She loved it, but she didn’t realize just how much until she began working 
in international tournaments. 

“I was like, “Oh, I can, I can travel and get paid?” she said with a laugh. 

This past Monday, the entire Mantha family — along with a dozen friends 
and family members — traveled to Canadian Tire Centre in Ottawa to 
watch Anthony’s Capitals beat the Senators, 7-5. The NHL’s COVID-19 
protocols prevented them from spending time together, Anthony said, but 
he was happy they could see him play in person. 
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“I talked to them before the game a little bit by texting,” he said. “I said, 
‘Hi’ from far (away) after the game. It was just fun for them to be there. 
It’s too not far from home so it was awesome for me to have support.” 

On Friday, it will be Elizabeth’s turn in the spotlight. 

“What I’m expecting,” she said, “is just maybe a period to adjust, and 
then afterwards, I’m going to be fine. I saw the other girls in their games 
and that’s what they told me — it’s kind of quick but you adapt fast and 
then you’re fine for the rest of the game.” 

For any official breaking into a new league, Elizabeth added, gaining the 
respect of the coaches and players is key. 

“You have to earn their respect, but it’s the same thing for men or 
women,” she said. “It’s not different. You can’t take it personally. … 
When it’s a new game, it’s a new game. It’s, the previous game is over. 
It’s hockey, it’s emotional.” 

Anthony said the subject of respect came up in a recent conversation 
with his sister. 

“I told her she’s going to have to be strong, obviously, and smart,” he 
said. “On the ice, when things go in a different direction and we kind of 
black out and just become furious at everything, she needs to be the one 
that’s calming the situation or breaking up whatever is about to happen.” 

“She’s excited,” he continued. “Those 10 refs, they are there for a 
reason. That’s what I told her. It’s going to be awesome to see.” 

Suzie has already been through one pro hockey debut, in 2014, when 
Anthony first appeared with the AHL’s Grand Rapids Griffins. But Friday, 
she said, is going to hit a little differently. 

“Elizabeth is doing something totally new; there were no other females 
before,” Suzie said. “So we don’t know exactly how it’s going to be. The 
first game, my expectation is there will be a lot of adjustment, 
nervousness. But her strength is hockey I.Q. She also skates pretty well. 
She’s super in good shape and trains really hard. 

“I’m very, very, very happy that she’s a pioneer. I hope it will open doors 
for younger girls. Maybe we’ll eventually reach the NHL.” 

Elizabeth and Anthony Mantha. 

Reaching the AHL will signal a big milestone in Elizabeth’s career. 

But she’s got other — bigger — goals in mind. 

A week after making her AHL debut, she also hopes to earn a spot as a 
referee for the women’s Olympic tournament in Beijing. The final 
evaluation for the February tournament is in Copenhagen early next 
month. 

“There’s 15 refs, and 15 linesmen,” she said, “and they cut off eight 
people from the camp.” 

Suzie Mantha suggested that Elizabeth would be perfect for a job in the 
NHL’s situation room in Toronto, where league officials review goals, 
monitor for disciplinary issues and grade referees. 

Elizabeth, however, has trained her sights higher. 

“Like many women refs, her main goal is to do the Olympics,” Anthony 
said. “Hopefully she gets invited and she goes. But if not, with the 
American League opportunity, maybe they’ll set other goals. I saw an 
interview with (Katie Guay, the first woman to work an AHL game) and 
she said the goal used to be Olympics. Now it could be one day in the 
NHL. It’s a different mindset that they’re attacking right now and it’s fun to 
see. 

“For me as a brother, for her to be in the NHL, it would be incredible.” 

Asked about the possibilities of one day skating on NHL ice, Elizabeth 
paused as she contemplated the question. 

“I’m trying to put my head around it, that maybe it can happen sooner 
than later,” she said. “So, yeah, why not? 

“I know there’s a lot of attention right now, and it’s good to promote it,” 
she continued. “But I hope it’s just going to get normal as time goes by. 
When you look at women referees in the NBA (and NFL), it’s just normal. 
That’s my wish, that it gets normal and that more women become refs 
and see opportunities.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why Kevin Cheveldayoff still owes Kyle Beach an apology 

 

Ken Wiebe 

October 29, 2021, 3:59 PM 

 

WINNIPEG – Kevin Cheveldayoff owes Kyle Beach an apology. 

He’s not alone in that regard, but he’s definitely not exempt either. 

A simple “I’m sorry” was the one big thing absent from the statement by 
Cheveldayoff released by the Winnipeg Jets after the NHL ruled he 
would not be disciplined with respect to the Brad Aldrich matter after a 
meeting with commissioner Gary Bettman on Friday in New York. 

Perhaps Cheveldayoff wants to save that important part of the process 
for when he speaks publicly for the first time on this matter, presumably 
alongside Jets governor and co-owner Mark Chipman, who accompanied 
his general manager to the meeting at the NHL head office. 

That meeting with the media is tentatively scheduled for next week, but 
much like the Jets' insistence to move up the discussion with Bettman 
from Monday, the same should be considered here. 

Don’t let this story linger. Tackle this important topic head-on. 

This conversation isn’t going to somehow slip away quietly into the night. 

It’s not a product of a 24-hour spin cycle, only to be replaced by 
announcing a contract extension for an important player or welcoming a 
player back from the NHL’s Covid-19 protocol. 

This stretches beyond hockey and into the culture of the sport that 
requires serious repair. 

Many people in the hockey world let down the Chicago Blackhawks 
prospect with their inability to take appropriate action back in 2010, when 
the sexual assault allegations were brought forth in a meeting on May 23 
of that year. 

Cheveldayoff was one of the people who let Beach down, even if he 
doesn’t shoulder the same level of blame or responsibility as the six 
others in the meeting who have either left the Blackhawks organization or 
been given the opportunity to resign. 

Here's the start of the aforementioned statement released by the Jets on 
Friday: 

“First and most importantly, I want to express my support of and empathy 
for Kyle Beach and all he has had to endure since 2010,” wrote 
Cheveldayoff. “He was incredibly brave coming forward to tell his story. 
We can all use his courage as an inspiration to do a better job of making 
hockey a safer space for anyone who wants to play the game.” 

Supporting Beach is something almost the entire hockey world is doing 
and acknowledging his pain and bravery makes perfect sense. 

However, a better choice of words would have included using sympathy 
rather than empathy. 
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That may seem like a minor detail to some, but words matter. 

It’s nearly impossible for anyone to know what Beach went through and 
continues to go through - unless you are a victim of sexual assault. 

Ultimately, it’s the actions of Cheveldayoff and the Jets’ organization that 
matter most. 

When it comes to making the hockey world a safer place, Cheveldayoff 
and the Jets must do their part to ensure that is exactly what happens. 

Given some of the background about the circumstances and power 
structure at the time, one could understand why someone new to the 
organization wouldn’t necessarily want to risk rocking the boat. 

However, with the benefit of hindsight and experience, what can 
Cheveldayoff tell us about the type of environment he’s worked to foster 
during his 11-year tenure as the GM of the Jets? 

And what is he doing to ensure someone who reports to him would be 
comfortable enough to bring important matters to his attention, even if 
they’re not in a senior position of management? 

It was essential for Cheveldayoff to cooperate with the Jenner and Block 
investigation and he was able to provide answers for the report that was 
released earlier this week. 

The same goes for his meeting with Bettman, as evidenced in the 
statement released by the NHL that explained the reasons that no further 
action was taken. 

The basis of that explanation revolves around what Cheveldayoff learned 
in the May 23, 2010, meeting and what was said by his superiors about 
how the issue would be handled. 

As for Chipman, it’s also important for him to take questions on why he is 
standing beside Cheveldayoff in this situation. 

Chipman has known Cheveldayoff the longest and knows how he 
conducts business behind closed doors. 

Chipman is clearly comfortable having Cheveldayoff continue in this 
important position of authority, that’s part of the reason he was at his side 
in the meeting with Bettman when his job could have easily been hanging 
in the balance. 

Sharing those thoughts in a public forum where some difficult questions 
will be asked is the next step in this complex process. 

Issuing another statement is not going to be enough. 

The NHL has exonerated Cheveldayoff from any punishment or 
discipline, so it’s time for him to share genuine thoughts and emotions on 
the matter. 

This isn’t about pointing the finger and assigning blame to someone else 
– that’s not Cheveldayoff’s style and wouldn’t accomplish anything. 

Just as Kyle Beach put a human face on this grave injustice, it’s 
imperative that both Cheveldayoff and Chipman speak from the heart 
and provide concrete examples of how they will try to bring hockey to a 
better place. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs doubling down on Rielly's leadership when it's 
needed most 

 

Sonny Sachdeva 

October 29, 2021, 6:24 PM 

 

TORONTO — Morgan Rielly was all smiles as he stepped onto the sheet 
at the Ford Performance Centre for practice Friday, as those off the ice 
got word the longest-tenured Maple Leaf had inked an eight-year, $60-
million extension with the club. 

For those on the ice, word didn’t come until practice wrapped up, head 
coach Sheldon Keefe breaking the news to the group as they huddled 
around the whiteboard, causing a raucous, cheering mass of hugs and 
stick taps to form around No. 44. 

“I didn’t know,” John Tavares said of the deal after practice. “I don’t think 
many of us did, so it was a big pick-me-up after a day off and getting 
home from the road. Great news, great way to end practice. We were 
giving it to him afterwards — he kept it pretty quiet.” 

If it had been Rielly’s choice, it would’ve been kept quiet a bit longer, still. 

“I talked to him a little bit about it because I was told it was going to be 
announced basically while we were on the ice. He said ‘Ah, I don’t want 
to make a big deal of it,’” Keefe said of the on-ice celebration with a 
laugh. “He’s a modest guy. But I felt it was important to give him that 
acknowledgement.” 

So too did Kyle Dubas and Co., whose eight-year commitment to the 27-
year-old serves as the most poignant acknowledgement of all, making 
clear just how pivotal Rielly’s become to the Maple Leafs’ cause. Not only 
because of what he’s done so far in Toronto, but also the heights the 
team believes he’s yet to reach. 

“I think Morgan continues to grow as a player,” said Dubas Friday, noting 
that Rielly’s desire to stay and willingness to sign on for less than market 
value was key in the deal getting done. “His role continues to expand, he 
continues to improve defensively. He’s usually one of the top offensive 
defenceman in the league in terms of production, but defensively, 
specifically in the last number of years, he’s continued to grow and 
evolve — now he’s taking on more on the penalty kill. 

“He’s going to have a lot of pride in himself, as he said to me last night, in 
carrying his end of the deal as well, and performing throughout those 
eight years. A lot of people you can hear that about and you don’t know. 
With Morgan, you know. He’s going to bring it every day, and in the off-
season continue to make sure that he’s doing the work necessary to 
maintain his level throughout the term of the agreement.” 

For his part, Rielly said he’s simply glad it’s all out of the way, and his 
future with the only NHL club he’s interested in suiting up for secured. 

“It just means a lot,” the $60-million man said of his new deal. “I’ve gotten 
to that point here in Toronto that it really feels like home. So, it’s a pretty 
cool feeling. … It’s a pretty special place to be.” 

Remaining Time -1:55 

‘It means a lot’ Rielly on signing 8-year extension with Maple Leafs 

While the term of the deal is evidence enough of the faith the 
organization has in Rielly and his capacity to continue evolving as the 
club’s blue-line leader, the agreement is just as significant a sign of 
Rielly’s belief in the Maple Leafs, of the club’s potential to take the next 
step, even after a few years of heartbreak and scrutiny. 

“I think the faith goes both ways,” Rielly said. “I believe in the group we 
have here, in the people that we have in our locker room. I think for the 
team to offer me that notion of faith is pretty special too, and I look 
forward to holding up my end of the bargain, and trying to accomplish the 
ultimate goal.” 

That the Maple Leafs are doubling down on Rielly’s leadership now is 
particularly significant given the complexion of their defence corps 
moving forward. Twenty-one-year-old Rasmus Sandin has already taken 
on a greater role this season. Twenty-two-year-old Timothy Liljegren will 
continue to get a chance to show what he’s got at this level, too. 
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Leaving space for the young rearguards to grow into bigger roles was a 
conscious commitment from the Maple Leafs front office in the off-
season, Dubas said, one that requires a steady leader like Rielly to show 
the way. 

“I just think everything that he brings inside the room every single day, 
but most importantly what he brings on the ice, we just thought it 
would’ve been difficult to really replace. And we’re hopeful that Rasmus 
can continue to develop and they can complement one another in those 
roles,” Dubas said. “Because we can’t just have one guy doing that, we 
need multiple players to play in that style. So, our hope is that the two of 
them grow together and form that element on our back end, and roll from 
there.” 

Judging by the impact Rielly's already had on the other young hopefuls 
who came through with wide eyes and heaps of potential, Sandin 
appears to be in good hands. 

“He helped me a lot my first couple years. We’re extremely close,” 
Auston Matthews said of Rielly’s impact on his own early development. 
“To have somebody to kind of help me go along in my early years here, 
and kind of show me the ropes — he’s a great leader. He shows up 
every day and he works hard. His voice carries a lot of weight in the 
room, and we all look up to him — he’s a big part of this team and what 
we’re trying to do here.” 

Remaining Time -0:57 

Rielly’s extension was a surprise and ‘big pick me up’ for Maple Leafs 

Rielly showed little hesitation in using that voice to hold his blue-line 
group to account Friday, following an opening eight-game stretch that’s 
left much to be desired from the defenders around him. 

“I think as a group, our D core needs to be better. There’s no two ways 
about it,” he said. “I think as a group of five we can play better 
defensively, but that has to start with our D core. So, I think in order to do 
that we’ve got to get some confidence, we’ve got to play with lots of 
speed and take time and space away from the other team’s top guys. I 
don’t think we’ve been doing a good enough job of that.” 

They’ll get another shot Saturday against the visiting Detroit Red Wings, 
and with a new look for that struggling D core. 

Out is Justin Holl, who will sit as a healthy scratch and see his usual spot 
next to Jake Muzzin filled by T.J. Brodie. Travis Dermott will move up to 
play alongside Rielly, with Liljegren sliding in beside Sandin. Petr Mrazek 
makes his return behind them, playing his first game since going down 
with injury in his season debut earlier this month. 

Consider the blue-line shuffling simply another opportunity for Rielly to 
lead, to demonstrate why he believes this group can pull themselves out 
of the familiar hole they’d begun falling back into. 

“The talents and abilities he has are a huge part of what he brings, but 
there’s all those other intangibles,” Keefe said of the importance his star 
blue-liner’s leadership. “You know, there’s a reason why, [as] the 
organization’s gone through a number of changes over the years, he’s 
the one guy that has lasted and has been here, and loves being a Leaf. 

“That passion and commitment that he has for the organization comes 
through with how he conducts himself every day.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / The Friday Four: Is Vladimir Tarasenko still a trade 
candidate? 

 

Rory Boylen October 29, 2021, 12:49 PM 

 

The Friday Four, a collection of thoughts and information on some 
intriguing player performances, continues this week with some notes on: 

• Vladimir Tarasenko is playing great and one of St. Louis' top scorers so 
far this season, but what about that trade request? Does he still want 
out? 

• Cam Atkinson and Jakub Voracek bring very different styles to the table 
and were traded for each other last summer between Columbus and 
Philadelphia. We look at the early returns on both sides and what to 
watch for from here. 

• And Frederik Andersen, a notoriously slow starter in seasons past, is 
doing the opposite and performing as one of the best at his position right 
now. 

All numbers from Natural Stat Trick. 

Vladimir Tarasenko, St. Louis Blues 

Left unprotected to Seattle in the expansion draft, you had to take a side 
on whether Tarasenko would be a good pick up for the Kraken. 

In one way, you can see a 29-year-old with immense goal scoring ability 
and impact upside. Over a five-year period from 2014 to 2019 his scoring 
totals were among the top in the league. His last two seasons were 
interrupted by injury, but the surgeon who worked on Tarasenko last said 
the Blues winger would be 100 per cent "ready to play and that he will 
make a big impact for his team.” 

In another way, you can see a player who has had three shoulder 
surgeries since 2018 and managed to play just 34 games and score 
seven times in the past two seasons combined. Is his former upside still 
attainable? The Kraken passed on Tarasenko, his $7.5 million cap hit 
and two years of remaining term to take Vince Dunn instead. 

Those shoulder surgeries became a source of broken trust for the player 
with the team and a dispute over whether the first two were handled 
properly led to a trade request in the summer. No deal was found. 

Through just six games in 2021-22, Tarasenko has shown flashes of his 
old sniper self, notching as many goals (4) as he scored in 24 games all 
of last season. He's added four assists, too, and is St. Louis' second-
highest scorer. 

The Blues are cooking to start the season, too. They're 5-1-0 with a plus-
13 goal differential, third-best in the league. It's early, but this looks closer 
to the 2019 Blues than anything we've seen since. So, is Tarasenko still 
asking for a trade? 

"Yes to my knowledge talking to people close to the situation for the past 
several months and even as recent as yesterday, Vladimir Tarasenko still 
requests a trade from the Blues," Jeremy Rutherford, The Athletic's St. 
Louis reporter told Jeff Marek earlier this week. "He realizes that may not 
happen soon, it may not happen this year, it could happen next off-
season, or maybe Doug Armstrong never finds the right deal for Vladimir 
Tarasenko and he plays out the last two years of his contract. 

"The desire for Tarasenko remains the same." 

With veteran David Perron and off-season trade acquisition Pavel 
Buchnevich also on the right side, Tarasenko has been on the third line 
and still finding league-leading opportunities (though the Blues spread 
out the ice time across three lines more than most). At 5-on-5, he's fourth 
in goals, third in shots, and ninth in scoring chances league-wide. 

He is playing up to that contract right now and it would be tantalizing to 
acquire his skill and potential at a relative discount. However, it's a lot to 
take on $7.5 million of cap in-season these days, and this would come 
with added risk when you consider Tarasenko's recent surgeries and 
their potential long-term impact. 

If this play sticks, he could be adding fuel to trade rumours all season. 
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Jakub Voracek, Columbus Blue Jackets; Cam Atkinson, Philadelphia 
Flyers 

We're pairing these together because the two lead to the question: which 
side is going to win this trade? 

Both Columbus and Philadelphia needed a shake-up in the off-season 
and found trade partners in each other -- the Flyers picked up the goal 
scorer Atkinson, while the Jackets re-acquired Voracek the playmaker. 

So let's start in Columbus. 

A key to this deal for the Blue Jackets is to have Voracek and Patrik 
Laine pairing up on a line and for their signature skills to complement one 
another. Laine scored 10 times in 45 games for Columbus last season, 
never really settling in after the trade from Winnipeg. And the Blue 
Jackets have to make a call in the near future on what to do with Laine 
and how much he's worth -- Laine is an RFA at season's end, but just 
one year away from UFA eligibility. 

It hasn't been an explosive start for either Laine or Voracek, though 
chemistry is coming along and better luck should be around the corner. 
Laine hasn't scored a goal at 5-on-5 yet, but he leads the team with 18 
scoring chances (17th in the league). On the power play neither has a 
goal, but they've combined for seven assists and lead the NHL's 11th-
best man advantage unit. 

Most surprising is that their line, with Boone Jenner at centre, has been 
on the ice for just a single 5-on-5 goal against. 

Atkinson had peaked in Columbus it seemed, two years beyond a 41-
goal season and not threatening anything close to that pace in back-to-
back truncated seasons. But this move may have revived him. Atkinson 
has six goals in his first six games to rank among the league leaders -- 
his five goals at 5-on-5 ties Anze Kopitar, Pierre-Luc Dubois and Andrew 
Mangiapane for the league lead. And when he's been on the ice at 5-on-
5, Philadelphia has outscored their opponents 9-1; Voracek's on-ice goal 
differential is a 1-1 split. 

So the Flyers win the deal? Not so fast. 

Jakub Voracek's long awaited return to Columbus 

October 28 2021 

While the Jackets combo has underachieved expectations so far, 
Atkinson has overshot it. At 5-on-5, his five goals have come on just 15 
shots (33.33 percentage) and his individual expected goals (how many 
goals you'd expect to get based on the sorts of shots being taken) is 
below 1. There's a big discrepancy there. 

Obviously the winner of this deal won't be determined within the first 
couple games -- there are multiple years left on the contracts of both 
Voracek and Atkinson. The early returns on actual goal rates have the 
Flyers out ahead for now, but look out for a 5-on-5 breakthrough for the 
Blue Jackets pair. 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

Frederik Andersen, Carolina Hurricanes 

Who knew that the source of Freddy Andersen's penchant for slow 
season starts was the Toronto Maple Leafs jersey? 

I kid, of course, but at the same time...here's a look at Andersen's first 
month of the season dating back five years and including his start with 
the Hurricanes in 2021-22. This shows the number of shots he faced in 
the first month, his save percentage, and his goals saved above 
expected (which factors shot quality) at 5-on-5. 

YEAR  Shots Against  Save Percentage  Goal Saved Above 
Average/60 

2016-17  210  0.876  -0.65 

2017-18  366  0.896  -0.6 

2018-19  307  0.919  0.31 

2019-20  303  0.901  -0.33 

2020-21  223  0.892  0.17 

2021-22  182  0.956  1.38 

Andersen's start to the season has been magnificent, a league leader in 
overall save percentage (.956), goals-against average (1.33) and wins 
(6). He's started every one of Carolina's games so far and the Canes 
haven't turned to Antti Raanta yet (though that could change Friday night 
in the first of Carolina's back-to-back games situation). 

Andersen's time in Toronto didn't end in a way anyone would have 
predicted, on the bench in the playoffs after an injury-shortened regular 
season where his numbers took a dive and he lost the No. 1 role. And 
even the season before that Andersen wasn't performing at his usual, 
consistent level. So it's been two years in a row of declining play. 

The Canes for years had an Achilles heel in net and seemed to finally 
find their guy last season when rookie Alex Nedeljkovic came through 
and was a Calder Trophy finalist. They weren't willing to buy into that on 
a contract extension, and instead traded him to Detroit, a move that 
raised a lot of eyebrows. 

So now it falls on Andersen (and Raanta) to keep the situation stable 
behind one of the better, deeper teams in the league. At the rate 
Andersen's currently on not only would the Canes be one of the top Cup 
contenders, but he could hang in the Vezina discussion. 

We're ahead of ourselves now. That's a conversation for a much later 
date this season. Let's see if Andersen can keep it up. 
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TSN.CA / Relieved Rielly aims to hold up his ‘end of the bargain’ 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
practised at Ford Performance Centre on Friday ahead of Saturday’s 
home game against the Detroit Red Wings. 

At the end of practice, coach Sheldon Keefe brought the players together 
and announced thathad signed an eight-year extension with the team. 
The players immediately offered loud stick taps and playfully mobbed the 
27-year-old.  

"That was fun," Rielly said. "I told Keefer not to say anything, but he did 
anyway. It was fun. It's a good feeling when you're around your friends 
and they feel happy for you. It's a big relief, for sure." 

"He's a modest guy," said Keefe, "but I felt it was important to give him 
that acknowledgement and a cool moment for his teammates to 
acknowledge it. I'm sure he appreciated it deep down."  

"It's awesome," said captain 

. "We were all pretty fired up when Keefer gave us the news. No one 
embodies this team and playing here better than him. Such a great 
player and person and someone I look up to." 

Rielly is in the final year of his contract and didn't want to become a 
distraction. He was confident a deal would get done sooner than later 
despite the flat-cap environment.  

"It's been a good process," he said. "It was pretty respectful and I'm just 
glad it's over." 
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The contract is worth $60-million and carries an annual average value of 
$7.5 million.  

"His willingness to want to stay and make something work with us that I 
think is a little bit below the market, that made it work," said general 
manager Kyle Dubas. "Everything he brings inside the room every single 
day, but most importantly what he brings on the ice, we just thought it 
would be really difficult to replace." 

"It means a lot," Rielly said. "Over time you get comfortable and you start 
to feel passionately towards what you do for a living. I've just gotten to 
that point here in Toronto where it really feels like home. So, it's a pretty 
cool feeling." 

Special moment as Leafs learn about Rielly extension at practice 

Morgan Rielly's teammates were unaware of his new eight-year contract 
extension until head coach Sheldon Keefe announced it at the end of 
Friday's practice, which led to a special moment for the Leafs 
defenceman. 

 The team believes Rielly will age well because of his mobility as well as 
his ability to adapt and improve defensively. They also trust he will do 
everything in his power to maximize his talent.  

"He's going to have a lot of pride in himself and in carrying his end of the 
deal and performing throughout those eight years," said Dubas. "A lot of 
people you hear that about and you don't know, with Morgan you know." 

Selected by the Leafs fifth overall in 2012, Rielly has played his entire 
NHL career in the centre of the hockey universe. He's seen some tough 
times from Salute-Gate to a last-place season to the recent playoff 
disappointments.   

"There's a reason why the organization's gone through a number of 
changes over the years, but he's the one guy that has lasted," Keefe 
pointed out. "[He] loves being a Leaf and that passion comes through in 
how he conducts himself every day." 

Shortly after taking over as coach midway through the 2019-20 season, 
Keefe approached Rielly and asked if he'd be willing to give up his spot 
on the top power-play unit so that the team could get 

going.  

"Not many players would take that information well, especially players of 
his ability," Keefe noted. "He understood the situation at the time and 
was all about it. It's one thing to say that, but then it's how you conduct 
yourself when you leave the office and how you approach the next day 
and how you are around your teammates and how you play, you know, 
those are the most important things and he didn't let it affect him." 

Rielly, who is in his ninth NHL season, now has a real chance to play his 
entire career in Toronto.  

"It's not all that common and it's very difficult to do," the Vancouver native 
said. "I haven't done that yet, but it's hard not to let your brain wander a 
little bit now."  

If Rielly (580 games played) stays relatively healthy, he has a chance to 
become the most tenured Leaf of all-time. George Armstrong (1,188) is 
the franchise games-played leader.  

"For the team to offer me that faith is pretty special," Rielly said. "I look 
forward to holding up my end of the bargain and trying to accomplish the 
ultimate goal." 

Rielly has rare chance to play entire career in Toronto: 'It really feels like 
home' 

Fresh off signing an eight-year, $60 million extension with the Maple 
Leafs, Morgan Rielly explains how much it means to him to stay in 
Toronto, while general manager Kyle Dubas shares his thoughts on 
Rielly's commitment to the team. 

 --- 

Rielly had a new partner at Friday's practice as the team overhauled the 
entire blue line. Rielly skated with 

, linked up with while the two young Swedes, and , joined forces. , who 
played every game in the top four last season, will be a healthy scratch 
on Saturday.  

"We just haven't played well enough as a unit defensively," Keefe said. 
"That's as a team and includes the forwards and their contributions as 
well, but just the D pairs and the D core has not played well enough. It's 
not just , but 

has not played near his level. He's earned a greater degree of 
expectations and responsibility here through his play and the way he's 
performed for us, but hasn't been to that level here to start with. He's not 
the only one, but he's not going to play tomorrow." 

The Leafs have allowed 18 goals in five-on-five play this season and 
Muzzin has been on the ice for a team-high 11. Brodie, usually as steady 
as they come, has also been slow out of the gates.  

"It is no secret that we expect a little bit more from our top guys," said 
Dubas. "Morgan has played well, but the other guys would stand in here 
and tell you they are playing a little bit below the level they were at last 
season. That said, I think they have all earned the benefit of the doubt a 
little bit in terms of their history, that they are going to find a way and 
come back. If they were players that we had taken a bit of a leap on and 
said, 'We will try to put them in this situation and see how it goes,' I would 
have major concern. They are guys that have all been very good players 
in the league and very good players for us. I know what they are doing off 
the ice to get themselves back and rolling. I have a lot of faith they will 
get back to the form they showed last season and at the best points in 
their career." 

The Maple Leafs' blue line saw a shakeup at Friday's practice with all 
three defensive lines sporting a new look. Justin Holl is the odd man out 
for Saturday's game against the Red Wings and will be a healthy scratch. 
Mark Masters has more. 

The Leafs are off to their worst eight-game start (3-4-1) since Dubas took 
over as general manager.  

"We've generally always started well," he said. "This isn't the start we 
envisioned. My hope is that we are able to use this to go through and 
endure some difficulty and some question marks and some criticism and 
learn how to deal with it well to propel us forward. 

"Detroit is coming in tomorrow night. They are playing well. They got off 
to a good start (4-2-1). We know that they are going to work. They are a 
young team aspiring to continue to grow within our division. We have to 
come out and match that. Otherwise, we are going to have a tough night. 
It is on us to come out tomorrow night and show what we are made of 
and build off of the comeback on [Wednesday in Chicago, 3-2 OT win 
over the Blackhawks] and start to stack wins together." 

Mitch Marner only has two assists so far, but appeared to turn a corner in 
Wednesday's win.  

"As the game went on in Chicago, you saw him more in motion with the 
puck," Dubas observed. "He looked like his usual self. He was having fun 
and building momentum ... When he is not producing, which is not very 
often in his time with us, he still brings a lot on the penalty kill and just his 
overall energy and the way that he plays. I never worry about the 
production coming back with Mitch. It was great to see him look like he 
was having fun and playing free on Wednesday in Chicago. We look 
forward to watching him tomorrow night. When he is at his best, he is one 
of the most fun players to watch in the league." 

Maple Leafs general manager Kyle Dubas shares his thoughts on the 
team's slow start to the season as well as Mitch Marner's lack of 
offensive production. 

Trailing 2-0 after 20 minutes and staring down the prospect of a fifth 
straight loss, things got emotional in the dressing room on Wednesday 
night in Chicago.  
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"A couple guys stepped up and kind of got us, quite frankly, pissed off," 
said goalie 

The message?  

"Time to wake up," said , who eventually scored the overtime winner. 
"Enough, like, feeling sorry for ourselves. Nobody's going to get us out of 
this. It's only the guys in the locker room. We're not playing to where we 
can play. That's what was being said." 

Gritty winger was among the louder voices.  

"Simmer was kind of the one who set the tone for us there," said Tavares 
said. "He's been through a lot. He's seen a lot ... You never have to 
question his commitment, his desire, the competitive nature to him and 
what he brings to the table. Tremendous amount of respect for him as a 
person and a player and the type of game he plays." 

"When he speaks up, guys listen," echoed 

. "That gave us a little kick in the ass." 

Nylander on intermission wake-up call: 'Enough feeling sorry for 
ourselves' 

Trailing the winless Blackhawks 2-0 after 20 minutes, the Leafs were 
staring down a fifth straight loss. That led to an emotional discussion 
during the first intermission. The message? "Time to wake up," revealed 
William Nylander, who eventually scored the overtime winner. "Enough 
feeling sorry for ourselves. Nobody's going to get us out of this. It’s only 
the guys in the locker room." 

At one point during Wednesday's game, a frustrated Matthews barked at 
a teammate on the bench.  

"We're going to hold each other accountable," the 24-year-old centre 
said. "We all love each other, but sometimes we got to yell at one 
another and hash some things out so that's perfectly fine with all of us. 
You say what you need to say and you move on and keep playing."  

Matthews appeared to have an edge to him all night. The Lady Byng 
Trophy finalist even picked up his first penalty of the season, a cross-
checking call at the end of the second period.  

"Saw lots of urgency," said Keefe. "A guy that was showing just how 
badly he wants to win, how badly he wants his team to do well. We want 
him to be a guy that leads by example in the effort and determination that 
he plays with, but also in how hard he competes and how [much] he 
wants it." 

Matthews assisted on Nylander's winning goal and stared down a 
Chicago fan during the celebration afterwards.  

"That guy was in our kitchen a little bit and we were just having some 
fun," Matthews said. "I was just happy we got the win and that extra point 
just felt really, really good, like, a big sigh of relief for us." 

Matthews shows urgency: 'Sometimes we got to yell at one another' 

Auston Matthews discusses how the Maple Leafs held themselves 
accountable in their comeback win over the Blackhawks, and talks about 
a fan in the stands that he had a little fun with after Toronto scored the 
OT winner against Chicago. 

is ready to return from a groin injury and will get the start on Saturday 
against the Red Wings as the Leafs open up a five-game homestand. 

Lines at Friday's practice:  

Bunting - Matthews - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Marner  

Engvall - Kampf - Kase  

Ritchie - Spezza - Simmonds  

Amadio 

Rielly - Dermott  

Muzzin - Brodie  

Sandin - Liljegren 

Holl 

Mrazek  

Campbell  

Hutchinson 
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TSN.CA / Calgary Flames first place Pacific Division 

 

Salim Valji 

5-6 minutes 

 

Seven games into their season, Calgary Flames forwards Elias Lindholm 
and Andrew Mangiapane are tied for the NHL lead in goals (seven), 
Johnny Gaudreau leads the league in assists (nine), and goalie Jacob 
Markstrom is fifth in save percentage (.952) - exactly as everyone 
predicted. 

Not to mention the Flames are first in the Pacific Division.  

Under Darryl Sutter early on, Calgary has defied pre-season 
expectations and found their identity as a team that is tough to play 
against and can score when they need to. Calgary’s 5-0 run away from 
the Saddledome was just the second time in franchise history the team 
has swept a five-game road trip. 

“It was huge, obviously,” Markstrom said after the 4-0 win in Pittsburgh 
where he made several highlight-reel saves. 

“First of all, we’ve got a long flight and it sucks to travel after a loss and 
then to end the trip on a good note and make it a great road trip instead 
of a good one, I thought that was really important.” 

After a tough first season in Calgary where he - by his own admission - 
fell short of expectations, Markstrom has re-established himself as one of 
the league’s better goalies.  

“He saved our bacon too many times, not only this game but the entire 
road trip,” said Gaudreau, who was impressed with Markstrom’s paddle 
save on Penguins forward Drew O’Connor in the second period on 
Thursday night. “One of the best goalies I’ve ever played with. 

“It’s becoming an everyday thing with Marky.” 

“I think our goalie was outstanding,” Sutter said. 

While much praise has been deservedly heaped on the likes of 
Gaudreau, Elias Lindholm, and Andrew Mangiapane, the Flames’ 
balance has also shone. Twelve skaters have more than one point 
through seven games. Newcomer Blake Coleman has scored three times 
and, along with fellow first-year Flame Erik Gudbranson, has been a 
mainstay on one of the league’s best penalty kill units.  

Speaking of the blueline, Oliver Kylington – who had two assists in 
Pittsburgh - has established himself as a legitimate top-four defender 
while paired with Chris Tanev, using his skating ability to move the puck, 
playing positionally sound and limiting turnovers. 

Michael Stone, who played briefly with Kylington last season, lauded the 
blueliner’s increased willingness to skate with the puck and improved 
decision-making. 
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Sutter, meanwhile, has been impressed with the depth on the backend. “I 
said in the summer we’d need eight or nine defencemen and we’ve 
played seven games and used eight,” he mused. 

The Flames now return home for their next five games with plenty of 
momentum - a rarity for the franchise so early on.  

Throughout training camp, players emphasized how important it would be 
to get ahead in the standings right away. Both Gaudreau and Matthew 
Tkachuk said that in their tenures with the team, they couldn’t remember 
a season where they began so strong. At 5-1-1, Calgary has its best start 
since the 2001-02 campaign. 

Webster’s Dictionary defines juggernaut as “a massive inexorable force, 
campaign, movement, or object that crushes whatever is in its path.” That 
may be a bit of an exaggeration, but if they continue playing this way, it’s 
clear the Flames will be a force in the Pacific Division. 

SPARKS OFF THE FIRE 

- Once expected to help replace the departed Mark Giordano, blueliner 
Nikita Zadorov has been a healthy scratch over the past five games. It 
was telling when Sutter dressed Stone ahead of the Russian blueliner to 
fill in for the injured Noah Hanifin. The Flames gave up a third round pick 
for Zadorov and he becomes an unrestricted free agent next summer. 
From above, he looked uncomfortable whenever he had the puck and 
was caught out of position several times. Despite playing just two of 
seven games, he still leads the team in giveaways with six. 

- When asked about Markstrom’s play, a couple of Flames also 
mentioned Dan Vladar and great performances from both goalies. Vladar 
had a strong training camp, with Sutter singling him out early on as a 
player who had earned his way on. Two games into his Flames tenure, 
he has two victories. 

- Through seven games, Calgary leads the NHL in time played with the 
lead (206:49). The Florida Panthers are in second place (177:49), over 
30 minutes back. (thank you, Natural Stat Trick) 

- Not only does the scoresheet show the Flames’ balance, but so does 
the ice time. Outside of Glenn Gawdin, every Flame averages at least 10 
minutes of ice time a night.  

- It’ll be fascinating to see the role Sean Monahan has on this team. 
Once considered the Flames’ franchise centre, he has just one assist so 
this season and is averaging 14:53 of ice time - the lowest of his career.  

- Believe it or not, Mangiapane’s 11:28 even-strength minutes per game 
is the third-lowest among team forwards who have played more than two 
games, ahead of only Milan Lucic and Brett Ritchie. 
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TSN.CA / Fehr, NHLPA doctor failed to warn USA Hockey about Aldrich 
despite promises, Beach says 

 

Rick Westhead 

4-5 minutes 

 

During the 2011 Women’s Under-18 World Championship in Stockholm, 
player agent Ross Gurney says he phoned NHL Players’ Association 
executive director Don Fehr with a stark warning. He shared that his 
client, Kyle Beach, had allegedly been sexually abused by former 
Chicago Blackhawks video coach Brad Aldrich, who was working with 
Team USA at the tournament. 

Gurney said in an interview with TSN on Wednesday that Fehr promised 
to forward the warning on to USA Hockey. 

“My purpose in calling the PA was to get a warning to USA Hockey,” 
Gurney said. “That is what I was directed to do by Kyle.” 

Beach was subsequently referred to Dr. Brian Shaw, a psychologist and 
program administrator with the NHL/NHLPA Player Assistance Program. 

“Dr. Shaw told me [during a phone call] he would handle it and make 
sure that Team USA was aware that Brad Aldrich is a sexual predator,” 
Beach told TSN on Wednesday. "After that one conversation, the NHLPA 
cut me loose. I never heard from them again.” 

When contacted on Thursday, Dr. Shaw declined to discuss the subject 
of Beach requesting that the therapist go to USA Hockey and said, “I 
want to be clear about memory bias and I have feelings of wanting to be 
fair and supportive of Kyle. I’m not going to say anything else.” 

Dr. Shaw told Jenner & Block reporter investigators that he did not have 
any records related to John Doe (Kyle Beach) or any recollection of 
meeting with him. 

Neither Fehr nor Dr. Shaw contacted USA Hockey about Aldrich, said a 
person familiar with the matter. 

USA Hockey did not respond to repeated requests for comment. 

Beach said that if Don Fehr and Dr. Shaw had done “what they are 
supposed to do, then that teenaged boy in Michigan probably does not 
get sexually assaulted." 

After Aldrich was allowed to resign from the Blackhawks in the summer 
of 2010, he went on to coach high school hockey in Houghton, Mich. In 
2013, he was convicted of sexually assaulting a 16-year-old player on his 
team and sentenced to nine months in jail and 60 months’ probation. 

The Jenner & Block report on the Chicago Blackhawks’ handling of 
Beach’s sexual assault allegations that was made public on Tuesday 
says that Brad Aldrich worked for the Team USA at the 2011 World 
Junior Championship in Buffalo.  

Aldrich’s uncle, Scott, actually worked at that tournament as equipment 
manager while Brad worked as video coordinator for Team USA at the 
women’s tournament in Stockholm, which started six days after the 
men’s event. 

According to the report, “[Gurney] recalled that Fehr responded that he 
knew people at USA Hockey, that the NHLPA would look into the 
situation, and that the NHLPA could offer support.” 

In an Oct. 7, 2021, interview with Jenner & Block, Fehr said he couldn’t 
remember a conversation with Gurney, but did not deny that it occurred. 

In a statement late Wednesday, Fehr confirmed that Beach was referred 
in 2010 to Dr. Shaw. 

“Kyle Beach has been through a horrific experience and has shown true 
courage in telling his story,” Fehr wrote. “There is no doubt that the 
system failed to support him in his time of need, and we are part of that 
system.” 

“In his media interview,” Fehr wrote, “Mr. Beach stated that several 
months after the incident he told someone at the NHLPA the details of 
what happened to him. He is referring to one of the program doctors with 
the NHL/NHLPA player assistance program. While this program is 
confidential between players and the doctors, the grave nature of this 
incident should have resulted in further action on our part. The fact that it 
did not was a serious failure. I am truly sorry, and I am committed to 
making changes to ensure it does not happen again.” 

Fehr declined to be interviewed by TSN on Thursday, one day after 
Beach called for his dismissal from the NHLPA. 

Beach said, “I don’t know how he can be in charge if that’s what he’s 
going to do when a player comes to you and tells you something, 
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whether it be abuse, whether it be drugs, whether it be anything. He’s 
supposed to have the players’ backs and I know he didn’t have mine.” 
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TSN.CA / Father of Steve Montador files second wrongful death lawsuit 
against NHL 

 

Rick Westhead 

6-8 minutes 

 

The father of the late Steve Montador, who has been embroiled in a six-
year fight with the National Hockey League, opened a new front in the 
legal battle by filing a wrongful death lawsuit against the NHL in Cook 
County court in Chicago. 

The lawsuit was filed Oct. 26 and comes 10 months after a judge 
terminated Paul Montador’s five-year-old wrongful lawsuit filed in U.S. 
federal court.The judge in that case wrote that some claims made by 
Paul were preempted by the NHL’s collective labour agreement with the 
NHLPA, which directs players with medical-related grievances to pursue 
private arbitration. 

However, the federal court judge allowed Paul to proceed in state court 
to pursue negligence claims against the NHL that allege the league has 
unreasonably promoted a culture of violence, and led Steve to believe 
that the repeated brain trauma he suffered was not dangerous. 

In his new 34-page claim, Paul Montador claims that his son sustained 
“thousands of sub-concussive brain traumas and multiple concussions, 
many of which were undiagnosed and/or undocumented.” 

“The NHL, armed with vastly superior managerial, medical, legal, and 
other resources to gather, analyze, and understand sub-concussion, 
concussion and head injury data, failed to keep Steven Montador 
reasonably safe during his career and misled him on the permanent 
ramifications of brain trauma,” the lawsuit says. 

Steve was 35 when he died on Feb. 15, 2015. Three months after his 
death, researchers with the Canadian Sports Concussion Project at 
Toronto’s Krembil Neuroscience Centre disclosed the former NHL 
defenceman had suffered from chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). 

The lawsuit alleges that Steve suffered at least 11 documented 
concussions in the NHL, including four in 12 weeks in 2012. 

Steve played 10 NHL seasons with six teams and had a well-
documented history of concussions, depression, memory problems and 
erratic behaviour. He played 571 NHL games during a 14-year pro career 
that included stints with Calgary, Florida,  Anaheim, Boston, Buffalo and 
Chicago. 

Steve also fought 69 times during NHL games, according to his father’s 
legal claim. 

The lawsuit says, "In 2007, during Steven Montador’s sixth year in the 
league, the NHL was queried on the juxtaposition of 'knocked out' boxers 
sitting out from further fights for 60-90 days, while the NHL 
Enforcers/Fighters, even when knocked out, can come back into the 
game almost immediately. The NHL thought this was a good question, 
but did nothing to act on the provocative reality." 

On March 23, 2007, Toronto Sun columnist Steve Simmons emailed NHL 
executive Colin Campbell to ask why NHL players are permitted to return 
to the ice days after being knocked out while boxers are typically 
suspended 60-90 days if they are knocked unconscious in a fight. 

"Just like me...asking another good question," Campbell responded to 
Simmons. 

Further, the lawsuit claims that fighting in the NHL "is an easily 
identifiable and readily eliminated cause of concussive and sub-
concussive brain traumas.” 

“Eliminating fighting obviously and necessarily reduces the incidence of 
trauma to the brain," the claim says. "Reducing the incidence of 
concussions... obviously and necessarily reduces the risk of long-term 
neurodegenerative diseases and conditions. But, fully aware of this 
common sense logic, and aware that fighting results in brain injuries that 
lead to the tragedy of long-term neurodegenerative diseases and their 
consequences, the NHL has steadfastly continued to permit and promote 
fighting in its game because it cares more about profit than players’ long-
term health.” 

While the NHL has yet to file a statement of defence in the state court 
case, the league argued previously in the federal case that Steve’s 
injuries were “caused, in whole or in part, by [Montador's] own lack of due 
care and fault, and/or by pre-existing conditions; and/or the lack of due 
care of others for whom the NHL has no responsibility or control.” 

Toronto neurosurgeon Dr. Charles Tator told a government hearing in 
Ottawa in 2019 that he examined Montador’s medical records and 
discovered that he had actually suffered 19 documented concussions. 

Dr. Tator later told TSN that the total included brain injuries Montador 
suffered in junior hockey, the NHL and in his final season (2013-14) as a 
professional in Zagreb, where he played 11 games for a Croatian-based 
team in the KHL. 

Montador’s new lawsuit describes how the NHL in 1997 promised to 
study the issue of concussions and brain injuries among its players. 

The league "supposedly studied the frequency, timing, duration of 
symptoms" and other data for brain traumas suffered by NHL players 
from 1997 through 2004. 

"NHL players highly anticipated the results of the NHL’s study," the claim 
says. "During and after this study period, the NHL had a duty.. [to] inform 
its players of the findings – including, but not limited to, long-term risk 
exposure to its players... Once it finally published the data, the NHL 
downplayed the effects of repetitive brain trauma." 

The league published findings from its NHL-NHLPA Concussion Working 
Group in 2011, although it didn't pass a rule insisting players who suffer 
concussions do not return to the same games in which they sustained 
the injury until 2013. 

The lawsuit also assails the NHL for continuing to market and profit from 
fighting. 

The National Hockey League Competition Committee, established by the 
collective bargaining agreement that ended the 2004-05 lockout, is now 
responsible for making recommendations about rules and related issues 
to the NHL Board of Governors and the National Hockey League Players' 
Association (NHLPA) executive board. The NHLPA and NHL are 
represented on the committee by an equal number of voting members, 
who are joined by club officials and a non-voting supervisor. 

In November 2009, the NHL contemplated a long-term study of brain 
injuries and cognitive problems. Rather than pursuing that study, NHL 
lawyer Julie Grand wrote in an email to colleagues that she would prefer 
to "leave the dementia issues up to the NFL!" 
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USA TODAY / NHL will not discipline Winnipeg Jets GM Kevin 
Cheveldayoff for role in Blackhawks' scandal 
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Jimmy Hascup 

 

The NHL will not discipline Winnipeg Jets general manager Kevin 
Cheveldayoff for his role in the Chicago Blackhawks' sexual assault 
scandal, the league announced Friday after a meeting between 
Cheveldayoff and NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman. 

“While on some level, it would be easiest to paint everyone with any 
association to this terrible matter with the same broad brush, I believe 
that fundamental fairness requires a more in-depth analysis of the role of 
each person,” Bettman said. 

“Kevin Cheveldayoff was not a member of the Blackhawks senior 
leadership team in 2010, and I cannot, therefore, assign to him 
responsibility for the Club’s actions, or inactions. He provided a full 
account of his degree of involvement in the matter, which was limited 
exclusively to his attendance at a single meeting, and I found him to be 
extremely forthcoming and credible in our discussion.” 

According to the findings released from a team-commissioned 
independent investigation by Jenner & Block on Tuesday, Cheveldayoff, 
then Chicago's assistant GM, was part of a meeting with team leaders 
who did not act when a player, "John Doe," alleged former video coach 
Brad Aldrich sexually assaulted him in 2010. The May 23 meeting also 
included former GM Stan Bowman, ex-coach Joel Quenneville and team 
president John McDonough, who would not report the alleged incident to 
human resources until June 14, days after the Blackhawks won the 
Stanley Cup. Human resources allowed Aldrich to resign June 16 instead 
of face an investigation. 

Kyle Beach, a 20-year-old prospect in 2010, identified himself as "John 
Doe" in a TSN Canada interview on Wednesday.  

"First and most importantly, I want to express my support of and empathy 
for Kyle Beach and all he has had to endure since 2010," Cheveldayoff 
said in a statement Friday. "He was incredibly brave coming forward to 
tell his story. We can all use his courage as an inspiration to do a better 
job of making hockey a safer space for anyone who wants to play the 
game."  

The league said in its Friday announcement that "in the course of the 
investigation, most of the participants in the May 23 meeting did not 
initially recall that Cheveldayoff was even present" and that he was the 
"lowest ranking Club official in the room, and his position included no 
oversight responsibilities over the Club's coaching staff." It also said that 
Cheveldayoff was the last person to be included in the meeting and was 
"learning of the subject matter for the first time" then. The NHL said 
Cheveldayoff did not have the "authority" to make decisions on the 
situation and also did not have "sufficient information" to determine if it 
was being handled correctly. 

Cheveldayoff said in July: “I had no knowledge of any allegations 
involving Mr. Aldrich until asked if I was aware of anything just prior to the 
conclusion of his employment with the Chicago Blackhawks." 

According to the report, Cheveldayoff recalled during the independent 
investigation that "John Doe and Black Ace 1 were specifically 
referenced during the meeting. Cheveldayoff also recalled that he felt 
shocked at the time because it was not common for coaches and players 
to socialize, and he believed at the time that the allegations were serious. 
He further recalled someone stating that the allegations needed to be 
investigated and that someone would make sure the two players and 
Aldrich would be kept separate." 

"Black Ace 1," a different player, has not come forward. 

Quenneville resigned as the Florida Panthers' coach Thursday following 
a meeting with Bettman, and Bowman resigned Tuesday as GM and 
president of hockey operations upon announcement of the report's 
findings. McDonough left the organization in 2010. 
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USA TODAY / Blackhawks owner Rocky Wirtz wants convicted sex 
offender Brad Aldrich's name off Stanley Cup 

 

Scooby Axson 

 

Chicago Blackhawks owner Rocky Wirtz wrote in a letter Friday to the 
Hockey Hall of Fame requesting that former video coach Brad Aldrich's 
name be taken off the Stanley Cup.  

Aldrich allegedly sexually assaulted Kyle Beach, a 20-year-old prospect 
at the time who was with the team for the playoffs in May 2010. 

"Names have been engraved and then changed for years. Taking a stand 
on the unforgivable behavior of Aldrich should include erasing his name 
from the Cup," Wirtz said in the letter obtained by ESPN addressed to 
Lanny MacDonald, the chairman of the Hockey Hall of Fame. 

The law firm Jenner and Block conducted an independent investigation at 
the request of the team following a lawsuit by Beach and released its 
findings Tuesday. The investigation uncovered that team leaders, 
including former general manager Stan Bowman, former coach Joel 
Quenneville and ex-assistant GM Kevin Chevaldayoff did nothing when a 
player, "John Doe," alleged Aldrich assaulted him. 

Beach revealed his identity in a TSN Canada interview Wednesday. 

Wirtz mentioned 'Basil Pocklington' being removed from the Stanley Cup 
after former Edmonton Oilers owner Peter Pocklington in which he put 
his father's name on the Cup. 

"That decision, among others, reflects the Cup's storied history of 
engraving mistakes and errors that have ended up enshrined in silver, or 
been corrected after the fact," Wirtz wrote. 

Bowman resigned as Blackhawks GM and president of hockey 
operations upon the release of the investigation's findings, and 
Quenneville did so, too, as the Florida Panthers' coach after a meeting 
with NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman on Thursday. Cheveldayoff has a 
meeting with Bettman scheduled Friday, according to Sportsnet. 

The league fined the Blackhawks $2 million for the "organization's 
inadequate internal procedures and insufficient and untimely response in 
the handling" of the situation. 
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